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LOG CABIN WILL
LIFE IN THE SOUTH IDEAS FOR GAME
MRS. WELLS
GRACE THE SHOW
WITH A FORD
LAWS EXPRESSED
ENTERTAINS
Dead River Men to Have Charge Captain Barker Enjoying Many Newtonville Sportsman Gives His
The King's Danghters Have En
Fine Trips in His Car.
of Building.
Opinions.
joyable Evening at the Parish

In a letter from Capt. F. C. Bark
At the Sportsman’s Show' in New er, who is spending the winter in
Newtonville, Mass.,
York from February 20-27 there will Jacksonville, Florida, he says, under
January 30, 1915.
be on exhibition a typical Log cabin date of January 23rd:
To the Editor of M ain e Woods.
“ I went froan Jacksonville to
10x12.
Miami, 365 miles, and back and have Dear Sir:
? This cabin will be taken there by taken many such trips.
Have run
Representatives questions in issue
Messrs. John JB. Carville of Spring nearly 2000 mifDes in Florida and the of 21st.
I would suggest:
0
Lake Camps and E. H. Grose, pro only living tiling that I (have run
1st.
Hunting season end Decem
over
or
against
are
two
snakes.
We
prietor of Hotel Blanchard, Stratton.
ber 1st.
have had a lot of rain here and I
I The cabin is already under way have seen some very bad roads, but
2nd.
Believe in their protection
and will be a dandy when complet have had but a very little trou,bllie but (¡instead of close time would try
two weeks or less open season.
ed.
Cabins have been taken
to with the car or tires.
Yours
truly,
3rd.
Excellent suggestion, i. e.,
shows Sn the past and they
have
F. C. Barker.
$5.00 to October 1st and $5 addition
been a unique feature as many visit
P. S.
The picture is of my car Ial for hunting privilege after Octob
ers to the Show never see them else and myself taken in .Jacksonville on I
er 1st, and $5.00 for each deer.
where.
The Sandy River & Range- my return froan^ZAiami.
4th.
Yes, $1.00, same as Massa
F. C. B.
ley Lakes railroad and the Maiine
chusetts
and New Hampshire indiv
The Captain sent us a photograph I
Central railroad are also interested
idually.
It is a small amount but
of himself in the car, taken on his
in this cabin and literature will be
would materially benefit ycur com
return from the trip to Miami, and
mission.
distributed from this building that which we ahalM produce in
Maine
will interest the people.
5tli. No; too many people sojourn
, Woods a little later.
b; Maine /during the summer season
for short or long vacations, as the
case may be.
Many of them not
for the purpose of fishing, yet if
Tho’ Jack Frost is around
To find out about it, write to
And his presence we feel,
E D . G R A N T (EL S O N S C O . , \\ inclined to try their luck some morn
ing, should be permitted to do so
Soon Spring will be here
K E N N E B A G O . M A IN E
without extra cost, as the fish are
G
R
A
N
T
S
*
C
A
M
P
S
And the song o f the reel.
eaten there. A minimum charge for
taking fish cut of the state might
psosdihily be made.
Very truly,

1c

BAUD M O U N T A IN

C A M P S 1 * " 1 Ma
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Bald Mountain Camps are situated

at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookniejs* tu ntic Lake. Near the best fishing' grounds. First class steam boat connections— Autr»
§
road to ca.hps— Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

t a in V i e w H o u s e
$I M o u nMountain
View, Maine
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L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
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Maine

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
AS A

H U N T IN G

RESORT

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of
access and nearly all the camps are open through the
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and
small game are very abundant.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
{«sues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

P. N. BEAL.

General Manager,

Down fo r the Couht.

GETTING IN DEBT
AND GETTING OUT
A Little Resume of How the Mort

Twenty members of the
King's
Daughters and four visitors
were
gage Was Cancelled and Who
present on the pleasant occasion of
Helped to Do It.
the last regular meeting of the cir
cle, which was held at the Parish
House Friday evening, February 5,
In answer to the repeated questions
by courtesy of one of tille members,
of how did you get so much in debt and
Mrs. Elinor Weils.
who gave the money to release the
After the routine business had
mortgage on the Free Baptist parson
been attended to and a
beautiful
age, will say this very satisfactory out
memorial trioute to Mary Lowe Dick come is not a result of any sudden
inson had been read by the vice spasm of effort but of earnest thought
president, Miss Cora Wheeler,
the and hard work.
meeting was turned over to the en
One year ago, before the $500 was
tertainment committee.
A fortune hired by the trustees and the parsonage
cake containing a ring for the lady mortgaged, some of us, not in a posi
who would be a bride in 1915 was tion then to know the details which
enjoyed by the unmarried ladies.
were specially the business of the trus
Next packages were
suspended tees of the church’s business commit
from a cord stretched across
an tee appointed for that purpose, thought
arch-way and each lady after being j to meet the extr» need by contribu
blindfolded selected one which was tions, as Mrs. Lambert had previously
cut down for her*.
On having the notified the trustees that she would
blindfold removed, each found a put a new roof on the old vestry that
rhyme setting forth certain prophe cost in the vicinity of $70. Mrs. Lizzie
sies and bits of valuable advice, il Merrill and Mrs. Mary Field gave $25
lustrated and made realistic by cer each to pay for the plumbing and in
tain materials familiar to the house sure the most desirable material.
Before we started work the trustees
wife, which were contained in at
tractive crepe paper hags tied with ; hired $500 and it was after that was
ribbon.
Much merriment was caus used that these extra gifts came, hop
ed by the old fashioned games which ing thus to complete the work. It was
were then played,- after
which a then that the memorial idea suggested
tasting party was enjoyed in
tfie itself. Mrs. Merrill seemed glad to
W. W. Blair.
dining room.
The many delicious give $25 more as a memorial to her
dishes contributed by the members brother, D. C. Leavitt, and the small
were supplemented by the excellent parlor was called the Leavitt-Merrill
coffee, made and poured by the hos memorial room. Mr. Merrill and his
wife were for many years honored
tess.
The hour was somewhat
late members of the F. B. church, and Mr.
when the merry party
dispersed, Leavitt had been deacon and Sunday
School superintendent many years.
but all will remember the
very
The three sisters of Sarah Toothaker
pleasant evening with Mrs. Wells at
sent $5 each in “ loving memory of
Portland is to have another bear the Parish House.
Sister Sarah. ’ ’
hunt.
The addition was made much larger
William Plummer the old guide and
i than at first planned and therefore
trapper, who has been interested in
1cost much more. Meeting after meet
the proposition to round up the big
ing was called to consider ways and
means—the building must be completed
black animal that has appeared in
' or it was useless and when completed
the vicinity of Westbrook street sev
I we found ourselves over $800 in debt,
eral times this winter, is going to
Another delightful Neighborhood so and the parsonage sadly needed re
try once moire to kill bruin, and in
a day or two he will start out, fully cial was held at the Parish House pairs, sewerage was not sanitary and
last Monday evening, with
Mrs. the stable platform was such that a
equipped for such an expedition.
Freemont Scamman, Mrs.
N.
T. team could not safely drive over it;
Tootliaker and Miss Albertine Butter therefore, $500 was hired and a mort
field, the hostesses.
Quite an ex gage placed on the parsonage, also all
tended program was given. The won the property had to be insured by the
derful musical invention which was church, Parish House and parsonage.
The night of the opening reception,
advertised in this paper last week
was exhibited and the fine qualiti j $24 were handed to the committee, $20
es of the machine (clothes wringer) from Mr. McKenzie, $3 from Mr. and
Mrs. Davenport, $1 from Mr. Dyer—
Col. John J. Dooley, who was tak were artistically brought out by Miss expressions of the heartiest good will
Butterfield.
As this invention
is
en ill with/ appendicitis while in Cflii- j
something new to Phillips people she in each case. In all we had $1084 and
cago a siboirt time ago and under
explained the fine points of the in Jan. 1st, 1915, we owed $900 and some
went an operation there, has return
strument to the audience, and was interest.
ed to hiis home in Portland.
Col.
We all felt badly to mortgage the
able to pitch the key for those who
Dooley was attacked with/ appendici
parsonage
but we had no other means
took part in singing old-time songs,
tis very suddenly without any
ap
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis, Beulah of meeting our just obligations. Be
fore this was done we went to three
parent warning, and fearing that
Irwin, Emma Russell, Louise Daven
reputed wealthy men who were born
knowledge of bis eondiiilton
might port,
Nathaniel
Steward, Joseph
and brought up in this town and of
cause his family apprehension, was
Steward and Hollis Holt.
Free Baptist families. The need was
operated upon without writing of bis
Banjo and mandolin duets
were
illness.
Wihien the operation
was given by Messrs. W. M. Payson and stated to them and opportunity offered
over and successful, Col. Dooley com Norman Butler; (reading, Miss Em to furnish quite an enduring memorial
to their parents and the old church.
municated with his people.
ma Russell; singing, male quartette, One did not reply, perhaps never re
He arrived in Portland Sunday and composed of Messrs. Frank
Davis, ceived the letter, another died very
is in excellent condition, having made Hollis Holt, Nathaniel Steward, Joe suddenly within a short time after this
a very rapid recovery.
Upon advice Steward, with Miss Shirley Holt at letter. The other man sent nothing
of hie physician, however, he is the piano, which numbers were all then but wrote that he had put a great
soon to leave with Mrs. Doolltey for very well appreciated.
deal of money in the churches of his
There was a guessing contest of own city in the past year. This year
a month's vacation sojourn in the
South where it is hoped that the re the kind ef occupation the charact
(Continued on page fo u r).
ers, who appeared were engaged in,
cuperation may be complete.

OLD GUIDE GOING
AFTER BEAR AGAIN

I&

P o r f u r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r ite o r a d d re s s

1

House.

and the doctor, milliner, cook, etc.,
were all present.
Punch and salt
ed peanuts were served. This so
cial was very well attended.

Phillips, Maine.

G rateful Suburbanites.

According to the dental science of
Towne—“Do you make your cook
lonetherapy a blow on the jaw anes- pay for what she breaks?” Suburbs
tHetizes the tooth zone. Indeed, we (in amazement)—“ Make her pay? I
have known this treatment to anes should say not! Why, every month,
thetize a man so completely that he besides paying her salary, we reward
remained fast asleep while the referee her liberally for what she didn’t
counted ten.
b re a k !”

SOCIALS ARE
, VERY POPULAR

DOOLEY WILL
GO SOUTH

An Opportunity Extraordinary
GET ABOARD

Is offered to Hotel
and Camp Proprie
tors with the pub
lication o f our big
Sportsman’s Show
Number.

M A IN E

READING
GOLF EASY
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exposing it to the world through the with a strong back spin, took one
the
medium of the public prints, that it little bounce, and ran up to
hole.
Naturally, one never
took
may be forewarned and forearmed.
more than two putts..
The putting
Took it Up E arly.
was purely a mechanical matter.
When I first took up golf I was a

Sad Experience of Franklin Ford young mam, strong, healthy, and with,
every chance for success! in life. How
I happened to succumb to the golf
evil, how the dread seed was sown,
It was in the
I know ¡more about golff in the ab I cannot now recall.
To me there tvas no more titil
stract than any other living
man, air.
says Franklin Fond, in -the Washing lating tidbit in all .literature, no in
ton Poet.
Nor is there anyone tellectual treat more zestful,
than
dead who knew more than I know. the 40 or 50 pages devoted to the
It is perfectly wonderful how much back swing of the great masters,
I know.
It astounds me to think such as Vardon, Brail, Taylor, Tra
of it.
I have read and digested the vers, Travis and Evans. “ The Count
ertiire literature of golf.
The voIL of Monte Crisio,” “ Alice in Wond
times on the subject that I own., if erland’'—none of these chefs dioeuvset end to end, would stretch for res of imaginative writing had quite
three city blocks, and the pages, if the same piquant fancy. In this book
tom out one at a time, would be there were dozens of photos of Har
sufficient to sustain a goat for 11 ry Vardon in all conceivable attitud
little
months 23 6-17 days.
Yet
as a es and .hundreds of curious
maps showing bird’s-eye views of
player I am a complete failure.
On any point of the theory of golf Harry Vardon’® feet in- relation to
I am entirely clear.
I can recite the ball, explaining with perfect clar
off-hand several thousand words a- ity the correct position to assume
bo-ut any department of the game, when playing hundreds of different
and in addition repeat word for word shots.
long passages froon the books of Har
It was a wonderful pleasure to me
ry Vardion. Years of my Life have I to read that hook. In my Imaginar
sacrificed to the great god Bogey. tion I was already playing golf. In
Youth., health., wealth, ambition—all house coat and sl-ippeis I could play
have been heaped upon the altar. I a whole round in about 70 strokes.
have struggled and fought, cursed an My drive was always long and lew,
raved, sweated and trembled,
and straight down the middle of
the
now, a broken man., I am writing my course, and then, playing off the
confessions in the hope that before right leg, with m y left wrist well in
sinking for the third time I may and my head still as a statue, I
strike one last blow at the
most would send up a beautiful approach
malignant evil of our civilization by shot that plopped down on the green

Example for Wonld-Be Golfers

LIVE ANIMAL TRAP

The best box trap on the
market today.

Is a Happy

Guest.

It was the very next day that old
Dave Bannister dropped in at . the
office.
I have known
Dave for
years.
We roomed together at col
le g e / He is one of those
breezy,
back-pounding fellows who are
al
ways so glad to see you that they
put you out of gear for the
rest
of the day.
I don’t know why or
how he began talking about golf, un
less it was because I was thinking
about it, but at any rate it gave me
a surprise to hear him chime right
in with my thoughts and say: “ John,
old man, you ought to take up golf.
It’s the greatest game in the world.
Scientific as- chests, and think of the
exercise— swinging over the green
sward with a bracing wind coming
down from the hiWts—it’M make a
ne'w man of you.
In a month you
won’t know yourself.’’
I rather resented that.
1 didn’t
see why I should be made into a.
new man. The old man was- not so
bad as all that.
But it was just
Dave’s way of talking.
He is alt
exclamation points and enthusiasm.
However, in this case, I
assented
with avidity, because I
wanted to
give him a little surprise. I deter
mined not to tell him that I had read
all about golf only the nigbt before,
and could take Harry Vardon’s back
swing apart and put it together again in the dark with one hand be
hind. my back. I would wait till we
were on the course and then
we
would see what we would see.
Has Supply of Clubs.

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
G A T G tt ’ EM A L IV E AN D M A K E M O R E M O NEY

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B O X W , O H K PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are coming this year than ever
before.
Our Information B u r eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

Maine

In his automobile we went out to
the Gfrummachunk golf club, and lie
armed me with a set of clubs from
the supply in his locker.
He had
dozens and dozens of clubs. I never
saw so many clubs before.
There
Were all kinds, all shapes, and all
sizes.
I gathered that it must be
a passion that got hold of one, like
collecting old china or
postage
stamps.
When we went out to the
first
tee there was quite a crowd stand
ing around waiting for partners, chit
chatting or practicing putting on the
green near by.
I wondered if any
of them had read Vardon’s book,
as I had.
I knew Dave (had never
read it.
He had never read any■thing, not even “Pilgrim’s Progress’’
or “ Robinson Crusoe.”
He was a
coal dealer.
Finally our turn came, and Dave
shot first to give me the direction.
He got off one that didn’t go very
high, but seemed to run along the
ground quite a way after it hit. I
thought, though, that he might have
hit it a bit harder, and determined
to put some sting into mine. Taking
a good handful of hand and setting
the ball up on top of it to allow
plenty of room to paste it on
the
nose, I briefly went over the sal
ient points of what I had read
in
the book, and then stepped back,
got a good toe hold on the ground
and drew a deep breath.
Whango!
With ailil my might I cracked
that
bail, and it looked as if it would go
several miles without stopping at wa
stations.
Straight down the middle
o,f the course it flew.
There was a
murmur around the teeing ground, an
I could feel the admiring gaze of the
group centered upon me.
Is

D ifficult to

Decide.

“ What tool shall I use next?” I
asked innocently to keep up
the
pose of ignorance.
“ If I don’t res
train myself I’m liable to knock it
seven parasangs beyond the bole.”
“ Take that masihie,” said
Dave,
“ and try to pitch: her over near that
red flag.”
I squared off, took a swipe at it,
and knocked a sharp liner, after the
manner of Ty Cobb.
It skimmed
along tlie turf into a sort of
pit
they had scooped out near the green,
jumped out again, and ran right up
to the flagpole.
Dave hit up a pop
fly that dropped down on the green,
bounced a couple of times, then roll
ed off into a sand. pit.
It took him
another one to get out on the green
again, then a long putt up to the
flag. The next Shot I made shoulld
have been in.
It was an easy putt,
not more than five or six feet from.

I

the hole.
Nine times out of 10, I
said to myself, that bail! would have
gone in.
But this time it rolled around the edge of the cup, and about
a foot beyond.
Dave dropped his
for a five, and I pushed mine in for
a four. I hud won the hole! It was
Rare Sport Fishing and OIJ
a triumph for the book-—for the pow
er of mind against mere intelligent
Legend^ Recited.
muscle.
I said nothing, and Dave,
of course, could not guess why I
(W ritte n fo r Maine Woods.)
had beaten him, but lie must have
Hardly any river or inommift^|
fel't it deeply.
the eastern portion of the state
hut ha® a legend of romance 0r
Level Ground is Barred.
tragedy or some feat of daring ^
We proceeded to the next tee. It connection with it.
It is our object to recite a f6lv
was my privilege to drive first, hav
of
the pleasures and one of the
ing won the hole, iso I teed my ball
up as before. The geography of this legends of the Mattawamkeag river
The Mattawamkeag proper has fc
holte was entirely different from that
rise
in the lake of the same name
of the irst one. In fact, every hole
on the course is different.
You’d situated in Aroostook county and oa
the shore of which is the
think they would Hay out a golf
village of Isilaand Falls, made
course on a smooth piece of ground,
by the sad disappearance of Sher
as they do a ball park or a race
iff Hillman under very suspicious cir
track, but the golf engineers have no
cumstances and the waters of which
use at all for level ground.
may even now conceal this body
The hole I was about to pliay was unless it has been recovered by the
a triumph of golf engineering. Prob Eastport spiritualist and reader i
ably the builder of the course tolid the future, Dr. Huuter.
about that hole whenever he made
In coming down the river for die
after-dinner speeches or wrote ar first -few miles the rowing is very
ticles for the papers.
It was what good, the scenery grand and one
they call a “ dog’s leg” hoie—'that is, rushes along oblivious to time and
the green was concealed around the before you are hardly aware of the
corner.
From the tee the ground distance traveled one comes to the
fell away sharply
toward a pond. mouth of the Baskaihegan and then
There was about 50 yards of long into Drew deadwater and here is to
gras® in front «IF the ^tee, then some be had some great , sport with the
75 yards of pond, making it advis pickerel.
Take a
stiff pole, a
able to send the ball at least 175 strong line and kook and a piece
yards through the air—a neat little of pork or something white and stop
carry.
You’d think that was enough near the lily pads and the water
to worry about on the first shot, but will fairly be ganged by some big
this hole was a masterpiece. Nature fellow whose siesta under tine Uly
liad rimmed that pond with such, a pads you have disturbed by your
heavy growth of trees that it was al splash.
On my first trip down the Matomost hidden from view.
As a slight
concession to the golfer, these trees wamkeag we pulled up the canoe at
had been cleared away in a direct Kingman and stayed over night and
line from the tee, leaving a clear distributed a good supply of picker
space about 30 feet wide to drive el to the natives that came down to
through.
Then, having made th is! our campfire.
The next morning before the son
first shot, yo-u turned at an angle
and played the next for the green, was fairly up we started on the last
which was 150 yards away, on the leg of our journey and by far the
The canoeing is
side of a hall.
If you played too most interesting.
fine for the first few miles and then
much to the right o f the hole your
one hears the roar of the “ Heater,"
baill was out of bounds in a trolly
a piece of white water that lias been
track, While if St wras a shade to
the [terror of river-drivers for yean
the left it ©aught the slope of the
We carried around this, put in ahilil and rallied down into a thicket.
gain and ran to Sllew Gundy Falls
The pair of this hole was 4.
and carried by.
Before we put in
again we cast for buss in the eddy
Good to Be Ignorant.
and certainlly had rare sport witi
these fighters.
Take a bass that
But when I teed up I didn’t know
will weigh from two to three pounds
what was waiting for me.
I was i
in the strong current of a river on
blissfully ignorant.
The only thing j
(Continued on page seven).
in my mind Was that I had won the j
illa-st hole.
I took a good,
solid j
stand and laid the club head
on,
MAPS OF MAINE
the ground back of the ball, which
action is called “ addressing the (bail1.” I RESORTS AND ROADS
Then I waved the club bead back an j Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
forth a couple of times.
I didn’t j for maps of the fishing regions of tlx
know wibat this was for, as there state, etc. We can furnish the foUoiwas nothing in the book about it, but j
^ County
I had seen Dave do it. ■ Drawing j Somerset Coiinty
.50
.50
back as far as I could, I brought the ! Oxford County
.50
club through with such terrific force : Piscataquis County
.50
that I lost my balliamce. I was only Washmgton County
.50
1.00
saved from failing by striking the Outing map of Ma£rue, 20x35 in
corner o c the sandbox a tremendous Geological map of Maine
blow with, my back.
It was unmar- Androaco^ n County
red.
I Cumberland County
Hancock County
“Go ahead,” I said.
Kennebec County
“ Still oury turn, John,” answered Knox County
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
Dave.
“ You haven’t hit her yet.”
Penobscot County
It was my ball that was on the Waldo County
tee.
I had missed it entirely. It York County
was a strike.
“Jusit for that I’m going to knock
J. W BRACKETT CO.,
it clear out to New Rochelle.’”
I
cried.
Leaning back a® far as I
Phillips,
Maine.
could, I took a savage wallop. The
-----= ?
©Hub head hit the ground a foot be
hind the bail, raising a cloud of
dust.
By this time I was thorough-,
ly aroused. I a/ttacked the ball! with
a series of quack staccato jabs. Fin
G. W. PICKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
ally it rolled off the tee and came to
in Sporting: Goods, Fishing ft“ " 1
rest beneath a dandelion. Breathing Indianler
Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
maim
hard, I scrambled down to dispatch it RAJNGELEY.
with a blow on the head, but Dave
stopped me, dadming it was now his
turn.
His bail sailed up over the
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
trees, not quite in. the middle, and
Sportsmen, Guides, Lurobenna»
dropped down beyond the pond, curv
Known the world over for excel
ing somewhat to >tlhe left.
I prepar
lence. Illustrated catalogue fr*®*
ed to resume my attack on the ball,
M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
but Dave again interferred, saying Monmouth,
to use the midiron, instead of tbe
driver.
I didn’t care what club I
R A W FURS WANTED
took.
I was determined to give
that ball the worst beating it ever Direct from the trapper. Highest war
hadi, and I made a vicious swipe ket prices with good liberal sort. Good8
at it.
It skittered off to the right held separate and all charges paid.
in a playful way apd hid in the A. J. Hopkins, Homerstown, N.Jlong grass.— Springfield Republican.

CANOE TRIP ON THE

MATTAWAMKEAG

TAXIDERMISTS

M A IN E
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Nothing C a n K e ep F re s h A fte r
I

I t 3©

C o t

l i p

Real tobacco flav o r depends r.pon the leaf being pre
served in its n a tu ra l state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into p h ;§ fo rm and keeping it in b y c o v erin g it
with a n a tu ra l le a f wrapper.
The n a tu ra l fla v o r an d
strength of tobacco escape when cut or g ra n u la te d .

Take a P lu g o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
whittle it off it crumbles jnto d u st, b u t it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its origr
inal tobacco haver preserved, unevaporated iriP lu g F o rm .
so that when y o u

Whittling a pipeful is little tro u b i •, atsply repaid
in both quality and quantity. Try this c;:per im ent and
judge for yourself.

M A I N E , F E B R U A R Y 11, 1915,

In that connection,
however, it
digli it be found advisable to Lsisue a
resident fishing ltoenusie, so tbiait every
fisherman would be
compelled to
carry one for identification, should
a game warden suspect be was a
non-resident and the fishermen clllaim
to be a resident.
It might be that
a small fee of perblaps 25 cents be
charged, to cover the cost of this
,feature.
Also,, in dosing, I might say that
it is possible some of my views are
not practical.
I am forwarding them
however, as the conduisions I have
drawn during the past four years,.
C. D. Hewitt.
| W H A T A B IR D EATS L A R G E L Y
D E T E R M IN E S W H E T H E R IT
IS B E N E F IC IA L OR IN 
J U R IO U S TO H U M A N 
IT Y .

NEW YORK

Washington, D. C., Feb.— How birds
which destroy harmful insects and
weed seeds may be useful to
the
farmer is
described in *
new
Farmers’ BuHltefin (No. 630) of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture en
titled, “ Some Common Birds Useful
To the Farmer.”
The new publicatiod has 27 pag es and 23 illllustrations
(not colored) of the birds describ
ed.
It contains much of the
in
formation' included in one of
the
Department’s former publications en
titled, “ Fifty Common Birds Of Farm
and Orchard.”
The Department’s
supply of this tetter pamphlet lias
been, exhausted and lit can n^w only
be obtained from the Superintendent
der, for tfwo reasons; viz., that the of Documents, Washington, D. C.,
hunting is seemingly just as gcod as where it is sold at 15 cents a copy.
in your state, and the license ha.s It contains numerous colored fllllUsbeen $15 Less, whittle tine extra trans trations of the birds mentioned.
port at i( n has been but a trifle high The new bulletin, “ Some Common
Birds Useful to the Farmers,” wilfl
er.
be furnished free to all applicants by
I am mot atkxne in this, for I per
Middletown Man Replies to Rep
the Department.
sonally know of two others who have
Whether a bird is beneficial or in
done the same thing for the same
resentative Herrick’s Questions
jurious depends almost entirely on
reasons.
what it eats, says the introduction
1 would, therefore, like to give my
to the new bulletin.
In this case
Middletown, Coran., Feb. 2, 1915.
ideais to Mr. Herrick through your
of species which are very abundant,
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
columns, as they are the same as a
or which feed to some extent on
In. your issue of January 21st Mr. ■few others of this part of New Eng the crops of the farmer, the ques
Herrick asks sonie questions
from land.
tion of their average diet becomes
1st.
The shortening of the hunt one of supreme importance, and only
which he would Tike some replied
ing season from December 15th to by stomach examination can it be
in regard to changes in game laws.
I am a non-resident, Who does not IDecember 1st would make no differ- satisfactorily solved,
Field obserearn a large salary, but 1 enjoy hunt- enee
us>
^ e
primarily for a , vat ions are at best but fragmentary
tog for a vacation and have twice va'ca|tion a change from ouir regular |
inconclusive
and lead
to no
>isited your state.
Because of the 1 — a change of air, scenery
a n d 1final results.
Birds are often ac
limited amount which I feel that I j lia'bi,t.s.
It rests our minds
aqd cused of eating this or that prod
many
the popular birds, included, are the laws are being adopted by
caa allow myself fer this outing, $10 bodies, also, inasmuch as we forget uct of cultivation, when an examina
the
robin, bluebird, wren, brown thrash states and in many of them
or even $5 is a sum which I must 0Uir daily occupation, and use differ- tion of the stomachs shows the ac
er, catbird, bobolink, oriole,
crow, maximum speed limit is being en
reckon on, and for this reason m ost-1ent muscles, ettc., and no not wish cusation to be unfounded. Accord cuckco, and the American sparrow.
tirely abolished and the “ rule of
iy, the cost of a non-resident license |to be there when it is very cold.
ingly, the Biological Survey has con
reason” is made to apply. In, Maine
»ffects m e.
* 2nd.
W e have not gone
after ducted for some years past a syste
it is n,ot intended to abolish
the
The past two yeans I have been to moose, so this won’tgreatly affect us matic. investigation of the food of
present 25 miles
maximum speed
New Hampshire, near the Maine bor- though o f course, if we had had an those species which are most comlimit.
^EjjL_______
__________________ _ opportunity to hunt moose we should mon about the farm and garden.
One of the principal reasons for
^KT F _ _ _
. v_ _ _ _ _
have done so, and if a close season
Withdm certain Timits birds eat the
leaving the speed limit enforcement
i\ /\
J*
J| v.v^
should be declared, and the moose kind of food -that is most accessi
in the hands of the highway com
their natural
mission is to give the matter full
'
Highest prices paid for all kinds of ! 9houM increas<3 80 we C(mM add tha!t ble, especially when
Thus
authority to enforce the speed limit
skins by a manufacturer
Pleasure to cur trip, it would make food is scarce or wanting.
Wants Uniform Rate of Speed all
' an added zest.
they sometimes injure the crops of
over the new State roads.
H. W E I B E L ,
3rd.
I think that a lifeenee fee of |the farmer who hais unintentic mallliy
The new highways will 1 not be
Over State
Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N. Y. $5 to October 1st and $10 additional Jdestroyed theV natural food in hits
torn up by automobile speeders. T,be
for the priviledge of hunting deer to , improvement of swamp or pasture,
plan is to make the State highway
be sufficient, especially so, if neigh- ! Most of the damage dene by birds
Iinspectors officers Who will be au-The Maine Automobile Association
boring states have a lower fee, for *, and complained of by fatrmers and
j thorized to enforce the speed laws;
is backing a bill which will
take
if it were higher, it woullld stilli drive i'ruit growers anises from this very
Iand to make arrests.
\
the regulation of the speed of auto
_______________
•- ■;
a large number into these neighbor cause. The berry-bearing shrubs and
seed-beariong weeds have been Blear mobiles on the public highways out
TIME TABLE
ing states.
ed away, and the birds have no re of the bands of the towns and put
I
also
ibelieve
that
by
adding
am
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
in under the control of the
state
additional charge of $5 for each course but to attack the cultivated
highway commission, says the Rock
grain
or
fruit
whi-dh
have
replaced
a.
FARMINGTON Paasengrer Trains leave Farm- deer kiffled, it would mean that
land Courier Gazette.
for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingrüeld, at hunter would shoot at a deer first, their natural, food supply. The great
4., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. PasThis plan is strongly urged by the
majority
o
f
laud
birds
subsist
upon
and look at its
*Vm trains arrive from Phillips at 6.56 A . M. if he had a shot,
advocates
of good roads, automo- i North Anson, Me., Feb. 6, 1915.
®yrom Rangreley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
insects
during
the
periiod
of
nesting
size when be came upon, it
after
and moulting, and also ,f£ed their bilists and many others on account To the Editor of Maine Woods:
shooting,
and
that
if
'he
had
to
pay
WXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves
Enclosed please find check
for
first of the great number of speed ordi
«U.00 A. M.
$5 for each one lie took out, he waul young upon them, during the
nances in force throughout the State $1.00 for Maine Woods for another
few
we*ks.
Many
sjpecies
live
al
STRONGPASSENGER t r a i n s leav« for j see to it that he got the
largest
I see they are
proposing
taking and because it does away with some year.
rwBtagton at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For ! o n e s p o s s i b l e , a n d L eave t h e o t h e r s . most entirely upon insects',
™l«P8 at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and |
o€ the »mail constables who arrest lots of changes this winter in the
vegetable
flood
only
when
other
sub
“••»etey at 5.47 P. M. and for Kimrfiold at 5.50 P. j 1 b e l i e v e a f l a t c h a r g e fo r a. I n c e n s e
sistence falls'.
It is thius evident automobilists, not because they are game laws.
—
|would mean Jess slUaughfer.
While
be
I don’t see why the old ones air*
^ritwti^er train* arrive from Fartraingrton at | ,
.
,
, ,
that in the course o f a year birds breaking the speed limit, but
j*«P. M.and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 j the $^> per deer extra would mean
the not all right.
I think myself that
destroy an incalculable number of in cause they do it simply for
Iquite a sum to the state, it oouild
if the wardens woull'd buy a few tons
sects', and it is difficult to overes money there is in it for them.
^karS™nVmK
e"w' Htf2°io rpi>
M.‘Pttiiu
andlfrom
obtained in other ways, and leave
uuiu DiKPiuw
- hjTi.,
iruin
There were several striking examp of good hay and feed ait to til« deer
timate the ’value of their services in
Unn,n.Kton at 11.45 A . M. Leaves for Phillips at out a lot of temptation to ki 111 and
‘■•'LM.and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
they
restraining the great tide of insect les last summer where constables when the snow is so deep
leave those not large enough.
established speed traps solely
for are troubled to get feed, it would
life.
JBLLIPS PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
4th.
A resident huniter’ s license.
SinUonate.OO A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For
Motorists who were save the Lives of mere deer in one
In winter, in the northern part of their own gain,.
“»»ieleyatS.lS P- M.
This seems to me to be a question
actually
breaking
the law were al year than, all the prosecutions that
the
country,
insects
become
scarce
i/.* 9n*er trains arrive from Farmingrton at
to be settled by the residents. The
because
they have been inode in five years.
I
h«p m' and 6,10 P' M' From Ran*eley at fee in our state, I believe is $1.25 or entirely disappear. Many apecies lowed to go free
of binds, liowever, remain during the could not be overtaken and automo- saw an ad. in your paper a whilfe
¡¡®EDTRAIN leaves for Farmingrton at 7.30 and is quite worth it here, where we
cold season and are able to main bilists who were traveling along at ago where the Fish, and Game Com
, a. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
have a good deal more limited hruint- tain life by eating vegetable food, a moderate speed were hauled up.
'“Kington at 2.15 P. M. K injreley 10.15 A . M.
missioners were advertising live deer
JANGELEYPASSENGER t r a i n s leave for in|g,. getting birds principally.
Low speed traps were set
witlb for sale.
I would like to inquire
as the seeds of weed®. Here again
^bsrton at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
o tlu
I firnuljy b e li e v e t h a t all) n o n - iis another useful' function of
bind® the authority of the towns and auto through the columns of the Moilne
a l
■
! r e sid e n ts
sihou/ld p a y
a
fis h in g
lir in destroying these weed seeds and mobilists were given no warning of Woods where they got the deer and
p M»D
jTRAIN arrives from Phi,dps at 3.45
say over 14 years of age. thereby lessening the growth of the their presence.
In Other oases the how it happens that they have a
RiT»^d leaves at 7-30 A . M .
I
.
,
x ,
town set speed limits of from four surplus on hand1.
jALEM PASSENGER t r a i n leaves at l.oo There is a very large sum spent by next year.
Mf0f Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M .
the State for their benefit in, hfltchr
This is not to' give the commis
The new publication discusses the to six miles an hour, limits almost
^KGFIELDPASSENGER TRAIN leave« for eries, stocking ponds and lakes, etc., food habits of more than 50 birds impossible for the automobilists to sioners a. dd,g but for information.
^wattfpA.M.and 6.88P. M. For Farm- aailj i think the fishermen should each belonging to 12 families. Many are keep within and not stall! their ma
Yours truly,
pay their share of it.
Also I under- eastern ¡forms which are represent chines.
S'. P. Dunbar.
p lo w PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for ! V
, ..
. ,,
p
..
What the motorists want is a
stand it, the bullk of the fees paid ed in' the West by a slightly dif
at 10.50 A . M, Arrives from K ing10.00 A. M.
W A T C H FOR T H E BIG SPO R TS
by hunters is used for the fisher ferent species or subspecies,
but uniform rate of speed all over the
F* N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
It is believed that far bet M A N 'S S H O W E D IT IO N OF M A IN E
men, and $5 for a non-resident Ls a unless the food habits differ they State.
Phillips, Maine.
are not separately described. Among ter conditions wilt result. Uniform W O O D S .
fair amount.

3 O unces

Slice It as
you ose

Sportsmans

Show

ON FEBRUARY 20, 1915

MORE VIEWS ON
THE GAME LAWS

Watch for the big Sportsman’s
Show Edition o f

M A IN E

WOODS

Forms close for advertisements

February 14.

Send in your copy

now and be sure your ad is there.

AUTOMOBILE
ASSOCIATION

m

SANDY RIVER & RANGELET
LAKES RAILR1AD

DUNBAR WANTS
INFORMATION

M A IN E

MAINE WOODS
ISSUED W EEKLY

W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,

M A I N E , F E B R U A R Y 11, 1915.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .

TACT KEYSTONE OF SUCCESS
W ell Called Magic G ift T h a t “ Makes
the W heels of the W orld
Go Round.”

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
C O M M IT T E E

H EA RING S

Phillips, M aine

The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
J. Scott Brackett of Bowdoin will
Mrs. Harold Kinney and two child
give a public hearing in its room at the State
Tact is the sense of touch, declares will
House, in Augusta, on
1
ren are in Rumford on a visit to come home Thursday for over Sun
W ED N ESD AY, Feb 17. at 2 P. M., on
a
writer
in
the
London
Globe.
Climb
L 8. SRACKETT,
Mrs. Kinney’s sister, Mrs. E.
A. day on a business trip.
Ho.
20.
An
Act
to
provide
for
a
closed
time
o
n
ing plants, women and churchmen bull moose.
Business Manager
Mrs. A. M. Greenwood of Farmingj Sheehy.
No. 29. An Act to provide for a resident hunt
possess it. Ivy, the Miss Berrys and
| Frank H.
Whitney of Lowe 111, ton will give an At Home to inem Cardinal Mazarin live for all time as er’s license, with petitions for same.
No. 21. An Act to prohibit the digging outof
OUTING EDITION
|Mass., states in renewing his sub- bers of Colonial Daughters Chapter, models of tact and wariness. It is a fox dens.
No. 64. An Act relating to night hunting for
pti&es.....................................
$1.00 per year
D
A.
R.,
Friday,
February
12,
at
3
j
delusion
that
a
strong
man
needs
no
i scription to Maine
Woods:
“ The
wild birds and wild animals.
LOCAL EDITION
W E D N E S D A Y, Feb. 24. at 2 P. M„ on
p. m., to celebrate Lincoln's birth- j tact. To break through the panels
!
paper
usually
reaches
us
Saturday
No. 13. An Act to extend the open Feaeoo for
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................... St.5« per year.
of
the
door
of
a
room
one
wishes
to
day.
fly fishing in the pool at Upper Dam. and in the
If for any reason it fails
Canadian,",.Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub- morning.
enter rather than turn the handle, is river from said pool to Lake Mollychunkamunk
cription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription to arrive the w%ek seems to
have
from September 16th to October 1st of each year'
no mark of strength. Queen Elizabeth with a petition of John S. Doane and 27 others for
6 cents extra.
SCHOOL N O T E S
ended not quite right.
Something
had little political wisdom, but her same.
No. 28. Petition of Alvah Cooiidge and R
that ougfht to have been, is miss
political tact was matchless. Her love others, residents of Upton and vicinity, relating
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
Program
for
the
Philomean
Society,
to
fishing in Dead Cambridge river and other
ing.’’
1939. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, unde
letters to the duke of Anjou and to watei
s in Oxford county.
(fhe Act of March 3 . 1879,
Sunday, February 7, at the M. E. February 12, 1915:
her other swains are models of the
No. 31. Petition of E. M. Grant and 16 others
residents of Oxford county, atking for addition!
Anecdotes
on
Lincoln,
school
answers
a
virgin
queen
should
give
church the pastor preached a very
restrictions open fishing in Metulluc lliook, a
Berilla McKenzie
to pushful lovers. Mr. Gladstone’s tributary to Uppt-r Richardson Lake.
Taa MainelWoods thoroughly covers the entire inspiring and helpful sermon, sub Essay,
33. Petition of A. S. Thompson of Jay, and
ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp
Andrew Aldrich acute and flexible logic ?.ould support, 64No.
ject, “ Courage,” .which was listened Essay,
others, asking for additional regulations upon
os: and Outing news, and the Franklin county
with
equal
and
tactful
force,
opposite
fishing
in waters in Jay and Ghesterville, ¡n
Estella Smith.
to by a very appreciative audience. Recitation,
Franklin County, and in Fayette, Kennebec
cally.
sides of every possible question. Hux county.
Recitation,
Revelo
Warren
as
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish Next Sunday will be observed
38. An Act to amend Chapter thirty-two
Deate:
Resolved, that the immigra ley, one of the greatest men of the of No.
•nd game photographs from its readers.
“ Lincoln’s Anniversary Sunday.”
the Revised Statutes as amended by Chapter
nineteenth century, was a marvel of
When ordering the address o' your paper
tion bill now under consideration at perception, quick and sure. Not his two hundred and six of the Public Laws of 1918,
relating to fishing in Great. Long, East, North’,
Mrs. Lionel T. Alien and children
hanged, please give the old as well as new
Washington should become a law.' Af intellect but his abounding kindness Ellis, McGraw and Snow ponds, in Kennebec and
of Strong were in town over Sunday
ddress.
counties.
firmative, Hazel Sargent and Mural made him a man of infinite capacity Somerset
Nos. 43 and 44. An Act to make closed season
with her relatives.
on trout and on salmon from Sept. 30th to May
Jacobs; Negative, Kathleen
Noble
The
absence
of
tact
is
indicated
by
31st in the lakes and ponds in Oxbow, Bowman.
E.
E. Fairbanks has bought
the
T H U R S D A Y , F E B R U A R Y 11, 1915.
bad manners, by lounging, by inatten Parmachenee, Lynch and Parker towns, so-called]
and Herbert McKenzie.
house of S. S. Whitney which Mr.
Lincoln and Magalloway Plan's, in Oxford
tion, by hesitation, by shyness and andin
county, and to make a closed time for said fish
Whitney recently purchased of Mrs.
by coming down late to breakfast. Un i in all streams and rivers in the above ramed
townships from September 15th to May 31st, and
Walter Keene on Sawyer street. Ed
punctuality and colossal selfishness I to
permit only fly fishing in said townships, also
says he shall not have the
house
in the young man of the present day \to prohibit the carrying away or transportatkn
of fish taken in the above named waters exeept
warming until fail anyway, as he is
do not necessarily imply that the sin from the place where caught to a camp, lodge,
ner against society cannot exercise dwelling house or hotel in the above named
|going to Rangeley for the summer.
tact when he wishes to do so. He I townships.
No. 51. Petition of A. W . Walker and 18 others,
Miss Ella Hiknfey, who has been
is merely out of practice. Tact, like j citizens of Oxford county, asking for additional
restrictions
upon fishing in Shagg, Abbott and
New Roman stripes and messal- with he*- sister, Mrs. Walter Beedy
love, makes the wheels of the world | Little Concord
Ponds, in the towns of Woodstock
After being out less than ten min go round. Anyone who has been in |and Sumner, Oxford county.
ines just received at Sedgele,y & in Livermore for a time past, has
Co’s, store.
returned home and is catring for utes the jury in the case of Chas. touch with embassies, with governors
Worth,ley, of colonies, with viceroyalties, or with
F irst Am erican Adm iral.
*
Mrs. Fred Mottram and little daugh H. Minchen vs, L. A.
Esek Hopkins was the first admiral
Oranges, lemons and grape fruit ter.
which was tried in the
Supreme courts is struck with the supreme im
re portance attaching to the virtues of of the American navy, being appointat George Bean’s.
Mr. and Mrs. David Quimby of court for ^Androscoggin county
tactfulness and address. The latter 1 ed in 1775 by the continental congress
turned
a
verdict
for
the
defendant.
Rangeley have been visiting the lat
quality is more physical than mental. ; commander-in-chief of the navy. While
Muslin underwear at C. M. Hoyt's.
The defense was that
Minchen j
ter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
It denotes skill practically applied to he at first achieved great success, he
Great values.
Wilbur in Avon the past week. Mr. was the culpable party and that his |meet a certain mid. Only a tactful was removed in 1777 on the ground
and Mrs. Quimby have been employ machine was moving at a rapid rate j man can successfully deal with a dif of incompetency. He died in 1802 at
Fine line of bloaters and stripped
ed at the Converse Camps at Ken- of speed when the accident happen-1ficult question sprung upon him at Providence, R. I., where a monument
herring at Toothaker’s, just in.
has been erected to his memory. 9
Worth ley testified that as lie ; short notice.
nebago through the summer for the ed.
i past few- years.
They own a cosy drove onto the bridge he saw Min
These days you need colored glas
He shut
¡ little home at Rangeley village which chen approaching rapidly.
ses, Cronkhite has them in several
off
the
power
of
his
own
machine
¡they enjoy during the winter.
colors.
and threw in the brakes just
as
A little daughter was born to Mr. the crash occurred.
He had stop
You will want to be doing a little and Mrs. Fred Mottram last Friday,
ped within four feet of the place
papering this spring. C. F. Chand February 5, and both are doing fine
where he was when he first saw
ler & Son have a good assortment ly.
Minchen.
to select from.
Mrs. Harriet Voter, who has been i Charles A.
Bean of
Portland,
visiting her son, Elmer Voter and , Franklin A. Lawtbn of Phillips and
Yen will be able to find the new
family for a few weeks past, return- I U. S. Jacobs of Phillips
testified
est thing in books at Preble’s. Some
ed
to
her
home
in
Farmington,
Wed
that
they
had
seen
Minchen
driv
jest out the present month.
nesday of this week.
ing his car at high rate of speed.
Minchen
The Epworth League social held Jacobs also testfied that
D. F. Hoyt says a new pair
of
home |told him the party stopped to take ;
trousers will make your old
suit last Friday evening at the
of George Lakim was well attended a drink when he arrived to help pull !
look as good as new.
and a very pleasant evening
was |the automobile out of the bridge.
Refresh-1 Mrs. Jacobs testified that Minchen
Purchase a pair of snow shoes of j passed in playing games.
the Phillips Hardware Co. and take 1ments of cake and coffee were serv- |had passed her and her husband at
a rapid rate of speed and
that
|ed by the committee in charge.
a hike these fine days.
Dick Austin of Sabattus, who is ! when she and Mr. Jacobs arrived at
well known in this section has con the bridge she smelled liquor on
FOURTEEN WASTED NO TIME 1tracted
with the Lynn base
ball someone in the Minchen party and
did not smell any on Worthley.
But the Other One of the Fifteen Who team of the New England league as
Fred M. Richardson described the
,
pitcher
for
the
coming
season.
He
Wanted to Telephone Was
locality
and a
photograph
was
is now visiting friends in South Bos
Not Married.
shewn and explained.
In rebuttal
ton.
Minchen dennied having been drinkin
Fifteen men were waiting in line to
Mrs. Fred Mottram was remember
use the cigar store telephone, and live
and said that he had taken
only |
ed by the Puritan Chapter, o .
E.
of them had to catch trains. The re
two glasses of beer that day. Clark j
S.,
of
Lowell,
Mass.,
with
a
beauti
ceiver was firmly fastened to the ear
declared that the car wouldn’t
go j
of a young man in peg top trousers ful box of flowers, composed of jon- as fast as Worthley and his witnes- .
m ig-1
and a rah-rah hat. This is a portion quis, carnatins, daffodils and
ses said Minchen had been driving. !
of what they heard:
nonette.
Mrs. Mottram is a mem
F. A. Mcrey appeared for Minchen j
“ Hello, js that you Myrtilla? This is ber of this chapter.
Judge Newell and J. Blaine Morri- |
me—Oh yes, you do—have you got a
Cyrus Young, who has been very son appeared for Worthley.
date for tonight? I want you to go—
Oh, why not?—They don’t care—I ill is somewhat improved in health.
think you are going with somebody Dr. E. B. Currier is the attending
else— So, you’re going to turn me physician and Dr. Bell was tailed
NORTH PHILLIPS
down, what?—Oh, yes, you are—Oh i.i recent consultation.
yes, you are—I know better—You’ve
Richard Field has been confined
Feb. 2.
been stuck on him for a long time— to the house this week with a se
Mrs. L. L. Hinkley, who with her
Yes, you have—Yes, you have—Yes,
husband, has been spending a few
you have. I heard all about it—I seen vere cold.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

DEFENDANT WINS
AUTOMOBILE CASE

Sportsman’s

Show

Edition

ITH THE PUBLICATION
o f our big Sportsman’s
Show Number in February,
we are offering to Hotel and
Camp Proprietors, the best chance
they have had for years o f get
ting their hotels and camps be
fore the sportsmen o f America.
This is not a theory, but a proven
fact.

you to the theater with him—Yes. 1
did—Yes, I did—Yes, I did—”
“What t h e ----- !’’ roared a large
rotund traveling salesman at the end
of the line as he gave a mighty heave
and pushed the 15 men along so sud
denly that the young man, who was
standing with his feet crossed, was
precipitated suddenly through a door
and into a back room on his elbows
and shoulder blades. The first man in
line grabbed the phone, got his num
ber and yelled:
“H’lo, Mag; I’m goin’ to Cleveland
and I won’t be back for five weeks.
S’long.”
The other 14 men used even less
time than the first one. They were all
married and seven of them wanted to
tell their wives that they wouldn’t be
home to dinner.—Buffalo News.
Earliest Riser Among Birds.

The earliest riser of the bird family
is the greenfinch, which sometimes
begins to sing at one o'clock on ik sum
mer morning.
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S S H O W E D I
T IO N O F F E R S T H E B EST C H A N C E
E V E R TO T H E H O T E L A N D CA M P
P R O P R IE T O R S OF T H E S T A T E TO
A D V E R T IS E FOR T H E IR S U M M E R
G U ESTS.

weeks on the home farm, has
re
turned to her home in Wilton. Mr.
Hinkley will remain for a few days
longer.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins pastor. * Andrew Hinkley of Boston
is a
Calendar for week ending February j guest cf his brother, Gilman
this
20 .
week on Bray Hill.
Sunday, February 14: 10.45— Morn
We are glad to hear that
Mrs.
ing worship.
Sernren, “ The
Mys Harvey Sampson has so far recovere
terious God.”
12.10— Sunday school. from her recent illness that she sits
7 30— People’s service.
Music
by I up a few hours during the day and
the choral club.
Address,
“ Cne takes her meal® with her family.
Hundred Years of Peace.”
Mrs. Charlie Stevens visited friends
Thursday, February 18: 7.30-—Pray in Madrid last week.
er meeting.
Book Study of
1st
Mrs. George Keef was a guest of
Peter.
II “ Strengthening Life” ’ 2: ! her daughter, Mrs. Harold Abbott
11-3:12.
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenniston were
M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Solon
Mecliam in East Madrid.
Miss Rachel Lake was a guest of j
Bessie F. Crowell pastor.
relatives in Avon last week.
Sunday, February 14.—Lincoln An
Fan-Shaped Tree.
niversary Sunday.
Morning
wor
Elm trees have been planted in the
ship 10.45. Sermon, “ The Freedman.
Sunday school 12.
Junior League squares and parks of our city where
3.
Epworth, League 7.
Subject, you may make their acquaintance.
They are trees you can learn to rec
“ The Challenge of the
Changing ognize at a distance because of their I
East.”
Leader, Mrs. Willis Hardy. general form or habit of growth A j
Prayer and praise service 7.30.
well-grown tree is broad and rather j
Thursday, Feb. 18.—,Mid week pray flat across the top. and for this rea- I
son it is called a fan-shaped tree.
er meeting 7.30.
FEDERATED CHURCH

Those who advertised in our
former editions, the last o f which
was published in 1910, know this
and we want the opportunity of
proving it to the rest.
Advertising forms close the
14th o f February. Rates on ap
plication.
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In the Latest effort to have
the
building
made
to
suit
the
present-day
(Continued frpm page one).
nt a word in advance.
No headline or
need, work of the church, Mrs. Leroy
^ r(l,gplay. Subjects in a. b. c. order
Brown of Lexington, Mass., is the
he has sent $25 to his aunt, Mrs. Alice largest contributor, a memorial to
SALE—Two handsome thorToothaker, in answer to her solicita her grandparents, Isaiah and Olive
jjglibred, rose combed white Wya,ntions where mine had failed. She has Hodgdon Chick, among the founders
dotte cock erels, weighing nine
and one or two more invitations out and I think of the Free Baptist. church
^ pounds.
Will make price right, j may receive more. These results were in Berlin, now a part of Madrid.
k 0. PhillipsPhillips, R. F. D.
somewhat discouraging and the debt
The next contribution of $100 from
fl^NTED—A capable,
trustworthy Isomewhat depressing and we then Mrs. Julia Lambert in memory of
^ or an elderly mam to do chores, thought we had dropped the prc bh m her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
for another generation to solve. A and brother, Bowman Sylvester and
five head of cattle and horses. A
few months later in the quiet of the sister, whose Last years were spent
ic<xl job for the right party. Albert |
night the same committee was appoint with us, where -church membership
l Kempton, Phillips,
Farmers’
ed to m ake. one more effort. Then was hers for years and where she
phone.
went to a woman whom we knew to was always interested in her church,.
-OR SALE— A dandy little
Launch have ample means to help worthy I The next $100 was from the So
causes and people. We also knew of cial Service club, organized two year
fitted for sail or power—with
fulil
some of her beneficence. Her church j ago to raise money to pay for half
equipment, ready for wafer. Price
membership is with the one whose slo-, of the church music.
They are a
jul full description can be ascergan is, “ good works;’ ’ whose watch-I small band of willing workers and in
by addressing, W. H. John- word, “ Show your faith by your1
various ways had earned nearly $100
jrade, Maine.
works. ’ ’ She did not reply immediate- j besides the music and $20 towards
ly. I suppose our cause was one of i
PRICE of shovel bandle blocks,1many presented to her. When I saw j repairs on parsonage and was given
Our
winter and spring 1915, X X blocks, her in Roston in June, I think, she said Ur use of the F. B. church.
presi
cents; X blocks, 60 cents;* No. 3[ she had been waiting a little to think pastor’s wife is the eficient
These women are members
blocks, 24 cents per dozen. Am©s what she would do and said if I could dent.
of
tlie
F.
B. church, or those whose
jowl & Tool Co., D. G. Bean raise $400 within the year she would
parents and associations have always
igent, Bingham, Me.
give $100 to pay the $500 note. My
plea to interest her was the “ little red been with it, and that $100 stands
After February 2nd, Mrs. F. H. schoolhouse” where as a girl she at for what a few women can do if in
Richardson of Phillip« will
carry tended school and also her Free Bap terested, and is a memorial to more
Grand Union Tea Co. merchandise tist ancestry together with our need of people than we can mention. Then
juiertame.
Tel. No. 33-11, Farm such a place as a social center for our from G. H. Hamlin and sisters, $60,
ers’ Line. All tickets which former boys and girls and church, work gen a memorial to their- F. B. parents,
ustomers have on hand wiJll be ex- erally.
I wrote this proposition to Mr. H. H. and Elvira Chick Hamlin.
clanged and we hope to have pat- friends in Phillips.
A letter came Another from Mrs. Henry W. Oakes
rouage of
ot all
s our customers a« in the saying that Mrs. Lambert would give and Mrs. Eliza Toothaker, not only
$100, but 1 did not see where the expressive of their own interest and
as
other $300 was coming from,
but love for their first church but
father,
POR SALE—Remington Ten type when I got home the last of Novem memorial to husband and
writer, almost new.
Cash or easy ber the president of the Social Ser Raymond Toothaker, who from the
¡sons. J. F. Long, 104 Exchange vice Club said »he thought we could time of entering the church until he
Street, Portland, Me.
give $100, if Mrs. Lambert was will Imoved to Auburn was a tower of
ing to wait for the $50 due on her ! strength in the church.
FOR SALE—Wcod saw outfits:
3
Fred N. Beal made a memorial
note in December until we
could
F. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110:
who
j
pay it.
She was willing, and then gift, not only to his mother,
3H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
but
j it looked possible, and I wrote Mrs. was a member from girlhood,
teed for five years.
28 inch saw
Mrs.
Brown to that effect. I also tried to to his grandparents, Mr. and
$5.50. Other sizes in
proportion.
Ithink to write to everyone, whom I Orren Robbins; he served as deacon
Thirty days free trial.
Thorndike
Mr. N. B. Beal was
thought would esteem it a privilege many years.
Machine Co., Portland, Maine.
not a member but for 50 years in
jto contribute to that memorial.
the choir and as regular to church
January 4th I received a
letter
a? the minister.
Another
check
Ifrom Mrs. Brown containing a check
that did not arrive until after our
j for $200, saying she knew the last
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young'. Also
.
,
__,
,
. ____ meeting hut gave us special satisfac
mink, marten and fisher.
Will handle above $100 was hard to raise and that We
tion was from Mrs. Julia
Hinkjley,
named ammais at ail times^of ^ ^ ¡ . ¡ ^ ^ w e a t might be able to formally cancel- the
wire wVat you have to
a« memorial to her parents, Mr. and
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write |mortgage at OUT January
meeting;
IMrs. Abner Toothaker.
Mr. Toothme for prices and information before buying,
m'
m
m
m
she had decided to double her sub
M. F. STEVENS.
laker more than any other man, while
Dover. Maine
scription; then we were happy. Then
Tel. 64.16
|he lived in Phillips, stood between
_________________________________ four $25.00 came in; two $10, one
the qhurch and any financial troub$5 and $3.
We were able to pay
j les and the church did not know
Y 0u fclT C H T^
“
a,„d a MU ¡much about deficits while he was,at
OUR BAITS ARE-USED. With each at the Plhllllps Hardware store. So the head of her finances.
bottle we give a written guarantee, fur as we know there i« but
one
Another check from H. P. Farrar,
andif not satisfied your money will be i other bill due, aside from the notes
returned. We must please you or lose : socured b mortgage on the Parish by the hand of Mrs. Alice Toothaker,
money.
i and when that came we were able
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY i Houseto pay Mrs. Lambert the money due
BEEN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
The opportunity has been present in December.
We paid a small bill
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
ed to some who said they would ai the Phillips Hardware store, up
BACK.
Ithink about it.
To those we will on which they made a generous dis
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
,
A .
.
.
say, if you are readly feeling badly count.
They had before told
the
will lu re a ll flesh eating animals such as i , . , .
,
the rac c o o n , mink, skunk, cive+, erm- thinking the opportunity has passed trustees of the church they wished
ine, w olf, fox, lvnx, opossum, martin, j for ycu to make this memorial con- to give more than their cash
dis
etc. P ric e (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid, tribution, oheer up, the door is not count and put in the front
door
’ MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
quite closed on you.
There is yet and four windows, which two
dis
For lu rin g muskrats only. Price (100- 1$350 due but we can pay it in counts reckoned a cash contribut
M.ete) $100 postpaid
¡time.
nThe condition*
time.
conditions are
$50 a ion, I think of about $15.
Edgar
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
year and interest.
The pressure is R. Toothaker, a contribution as me
For lu rin g beaver only. Price (100-150
all over for us, but the privilege of morial to his father, James Tooth
*eta) $1.00 postpaid.
still helping is yours.
We shall be aker; and small contribution
from
TRAIL SCENT
Formatting trails to and from sets. &iad when we can use our eifcrts Mrs. W. V. Larrabee in addition to
Very powerful odor.
Economical to for current expenses and improve- the original memorial of the sisters
Me. Price $1.00 postpaid.
ments that constantly arise.
c*£ Sarah Toothaker, that we can use
3Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
The other was
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
11 1S customairy in many churches towards the paint.
D. T. Libby lias
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY to place memorial windows and some- used a year ago.
ORMAYNOT BE GOOD. USE AT- times a memorial church.
One of contributed four days’ work on paint
a
j the most beautiful in the state
is ing as soon as conditions are suita
S U L T S -A N INCREASED CATCH.
j the Perry Memorial church in Au- ble; perhaps some other man or men
Aflimal Attractor Company,
M.
I gusta, and we in Phillips
have a will wish to contribute work.
S.
Kelley
has
contributed
much
work,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
! memorial Parish House
and the
the
Inames here memorized are
among especially on the repairs of
no
j the most honored in the community. church fer which he received
IWe propose to have some kind of me pay, only tbe satisfaction of having
He and Mr. and
morial tablet prepared a.nd framed the work done.
for
preservation.
It anay be a Mrs. Freemont Scaxmnan put much
stimulus to some future generation time and thought in the plan and
work of the parish House and the
FOR
to help in church work and need.
GUNS AND
work
of our church clerk, Miss AilThe first memorial gift received
F I S H - R O D S
previous to our Parish House effort bertine Butterfield, is limited only by
William F. Nye is the great- was the piano in the Union church her time and strength.
A check each, from Mrs. H.
H.
from Mrs. Sarah Lambert Prescott
cst authority on refined oils in the
Field and Miss Georgine Wilbur, not
of
Arkansas
City,
Kansas,
given
to
worId. H e was the first bottler; has
the Meeting House association,
a as memorial to an older generation
thelargest business and NYOIL
memorial to her parents and Grand but as loving testimony of present15the best oil he has ever made.
to
pa Lambert, whom we older
ones day need and their willingness
help.
Five
dollars
were
sent
to
well
remember,
as
one
always
at
all
NYOIL
our pastor several months ago
by
services
c,f
the
church.
HAS NO EQUAL.
Rev. R. B. Hutchins of New Port
The original building of what is
Beware of scented mixtures called
Said he read about the Par
°D- Use NYOIL on everything
now our Pariah House, when vacated land.
where a light oil is needed. It pre‘
as a school building was purchased ish House and its purpose and was
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
and fitted up for a church, vestry by so pleased with the enterprise* that
tion.
he wished'to express it that way.
two men, Samuel Wheeler andWillSportsmen, use it liberally on
February 3rd at the church. and
your firearms and your rod. You will
iam Tcothaker, as I remember it at
wd it by far the best. Hardware and
parish
supper Mr. S- G. Haley said,
a cost of about $400; some labor and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
this house needs painting badly, here
lumber
contributed
by
other
men
of
pottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
111trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
tlie church, and their memory has is $5.00 to start a paint fund.
I think this gives due credit
to
been blessed, many times for the old
WM. F. NYE,
vestry, by some who never
knew all cash that has come into my hands
New Bedford,|Mas».
them.
Truly, the “ good men
do except fifty cents from a' casual ac
quaintance whom we met last summer.
live after them.”

FOXES W A N T E D

G E T T IN G IN D E B T — G E T T IN G O U T

She sent a little hand-made Eskimo
doll and said sell for 50 cents and
add to the church .fund. That womai was quite an inspiration as she
alone had earned over $2,000 for the
Y. M. C. A., Mrs. Clara T. Proctor
of Gloucester, Mass.

«

1915
N E W Y O R K ’S

Original Annual

SPORTSMAN’S
SHOW

It would be quite desirable
to
have the hell hung, but that involves
an expense larger than present re
sources.
We have expended $575.25 and have some cash on hand to
wards the painting.
T W E N T IE T H Y E A R
We wish here to make due
ac
knowledgment of the generous gifts
and loans on furnishings. The piano
I n c lu s iv e
and chairs and some
dishes and
silver that are in the Parish House
belong to the Congregational church.
The rug in the large parlor was
made from the old church
carpet
and paid for by the Social Union, in
the vicinity of $20.
The handsome
rug in the Memorial parlor is the
N E W YORK CITY
gift of Mrs. Mary Soule of Augusta;
three willow
chairs from
Sunday J. H. H. DRESS EL, Gen. Manager
school class, who themselves earned
the money.
Outdoor Trap Shooting
The handsome magohany table was
Tournament
on Grand
loaned by Mrs. Dora Fuller and the
pretty table in the small parlor is
Central Palace Roof.
the gift of Mrs. Fannie
Howard
Fly Casting Contest
Bartlett of Bath, an old school girl
and resident of Phillips.
Mrs. Sportsmen’s Equipment and
Rose Campbell and Mrs. L. G. Voter
each crocheted a pretty mat. There Resorts represented in Ex
are pictures and other articles
of hibits.
furniture loaned.
Miss Wilbur has
done many things and given much
time to beautify the rooms.

Feb. 2 0 th to 2 7 th ,

Grand Central
Palace

General Admission, 50c

$50 worth of dishes and
silver
were contributed by Boston friends,
Mrs. Elvira Hamlin Wiggin, the larg
est contributor and the
purchaser;
her helpers were Miiss C. E. Ham
lin, Alvin H. Emery, Mrs. Blanche
Emery Philbrick and Mrs.
Leroy
Brown.
There may be other gifts and giv
ers of whom we are not informed,
but we have tried to give due ac
knowledgment to all, and we. are
grateful to everyone who has given
money and time, generous thought
and sympathy to the work and we
hope this “ house may stand long by
the side of the road and be a bles
sing to man.’’
I have not felt like a beggar, but
as I imagine a commercial
agent
might feel, who has perfect
confi
dence in the goods and the firm
he represents, and has taken some
good orders, and I believe in every
case the individuals will realize on
their investment, it has all been giv
en so cheerfully and in hearty ap
preciation of the value of such
a
church social center and the ends
to be obtained.
M. H. Field.

EAST WILTON.

Feb. 1.
Business seems to be picking up
a bit in this vicinity with the old
woolen mill at Wilton village run
ning and the shoe shop running in
creased ’ ours, while rumors still con
tinue to intimate that the mills at
East Wilton will start ere long and
net only is business picking up but
prices on our food stuffs are soaring
into the clouds again.
We were glad to hear recently that
Mrs Eugene Weymouth of Freeman,
who has been operated upon at the
Central Maine General hospital
at
Lewiston was getting along as well
as could be expected.
AIL hope
she will continue to improve.
Miss Cora Thompson, who
lias
been in Stratton for a time will re
turn to Maple Grove Comer board
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Newell.
We are sorry to learn that Lolie
Thompson, who broke his ami while
cranking hi« auto last fall is still
having much trouble from it.
He
began to use it too' soon and got
the hones out of place.
It remains
weak and painful.
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
There seem,s to be quite a call
W O O DS.
$150 A Y E A R .
for rents at West Freeman.

w

I MAINE WOODS
Conducts a first class job printing department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

W h y not let us Help
you witH your
advertising?
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS, MAINE

I

f

Ì

M A IN E

W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,
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up before the Mountain View House, had. been started Mr. Bowley came hatchirng to the rope and prying up j sun a chance to come to the
one of Hie finest hotels in the en to work as a chore boy. That was the hindquarters with a plank or j blue ice, it penetrates- it very
38 years ago and from that time to pole, they can be pulled out very ly, and we usually -speak cf it as betire lake region;.
The Mountain View is located near the present ¡his name has been asso easily, generally no worse from their ing honeycombed. Often the morn
Mrs. Rowley ducking, after, they have driven far ing after a cold night, wfliiext it woulil
the outlet of Rangeley
where it ciated with the house.
When another bear tons, of weight, toward night
flows into the stream that connects came at about the same time, a- enough to get warm.
horse
is
not
available,
two men, cam after ^a warm clay, it will not begin
though
they
were
not
married
until!
The
The Mountain View House Owned with' the Mooseilkemeguntiic.
water by to hold the weight of a man. I haVe
For three years pull, a borse out of the
broad waters of the lake stretch ar some years later.
by the Bowie) s, A Favorite Resort way in front while a backing of s<o|F he worked as chore boy and was putting a slip noose around its neck, often stuck my axe haaidhe through
position of so as to choke it, causing it to fill in spots where it was over two
id and primeval forest lies In the then promoted to the
of Lewiston and Auburn People
rear.
For many years; this hotel clerk which he held tluree years more with air, when it will float up light feet thick, and for days after this
has been a Mecca for the lovers of and then became a partner of Mr. er in the waiter and it is much eas- we would go on it with teams, by go
A
few ie • to draw it out. But it is usual ing in thie morning.
during that Kimball in the business..
The last lake in the great cihiain the lake region and
“ There are different ways of the
growth years more passed on and the sen ly a bard pull-, hard on the horse as
of Northern JYlaine is tire Rangeley time it has seen a steady
ior partner retired, leaving Mr. Bow- weilll as hard on the men.
ice leaving the lake.
Sometimes
and this- siheet of water lies wholllfy and development.
“Any sensible boter wild not be when it is- quite thick, and will hos
in Franklin County.
Its altitude is
The silver birches, which bonder ley as owner of the establishment.
It was then that the hotel com caught on the lake without ah axe tile Weight of a man in most pieces
1511 feet above the sea, which isC the shore in front of the hotel lend
menced
its evolution..
Up to that for it is not onllly useful for cutting a strong wind will! spring up, and
only 64 feet less than the extreme , a brightness to the general outlook
time
it
had
been
a
sms
1
1
11 affair, biut a hole to find the thickness of the where it is melted away from title
head-waters' of the Mississippi. This |w,hich; is very pleasing, looking acrosi
by
this
time
the
tide
of
travel had ice, but in time of trouble it is in shores enough to allow the whole body
lake is ten miles long and in many , tbe nke to where the spruce coverbecome
so
large
that
it
was neces dispensable, as in case of a team to get a start, the wind will! keep it
places more than two miles
wide, J ed sides (>f
Mountain are rafleotcut in motion., pressing it out on the
sary
to
increase
its
size
and
aceom- getting in, it is necessary to
aiithougth the average width is a little |ed
Lie qlUlj,©t waters of the lake,
less. It has a total area of fourThe house is backed by pine and m o dations . This work has been go- j places for the men’s feet, to enable shore, where it will keep falliing to
them to brace themselves for
pieces, until, a few hours
time
teen square miles and this is located j &pru,ce forests,
interspersed with, ing on from year to year ever since
and to-day the Mountain View lias good pull.
a whole lake full of ice
will b9
in one of the most beautiful valleys i
and maple,
“ Although I have been on the i,ce ground to * a powder on the rocky
the best of accommodations for 150
in New England.
Mountains
and
This splendid folrest growth which
with,
horses a great deal in the past shore, sometimes piling up 20 or 30
guests
and
during
tine
summer
season
high elevations are on all sides and j extends leagues on leagues to, and
30 years, and have taken all kinds o,f feet high,
A few years ago, at The
from many of these hills
large beyond, the borders of Canada, is an its capacity is taxed to the limit.
chances I have been fortunate enough, Birches, which commands a view of
streams come tumbling down to join important factor in the healthfullness
This the greater part of the lake, in the
Connected with the Mountain View not to drown but one horse.
th*»r waters with the .take.
, , ^
reeiOT< f0T whOTe ,t to aproce
is a big farm and although much of was done by breaking the throat morning not a hit of water was to
Tihe Indian name of this siheet of j and pine grow> is strength inevery
from be seen and at night not a hit of
the 200 acres is in forest the culti latch and clearing his head
water was Oquossioc and this
is j breath
of alr you breathe,
head ice was to be seen.
vated portion is sufficient to raise tine bridle, and, slatting his
This- was the
still perpetuated in a fishing assoThe hotel grounds, including the
held 20th day of May.”
■nearly all the vegetables needed in under the dice, whale we had
ciation1 and a small hamlet. A hotel lawns and groves near by are
ah
could
the hotel.
Some six or eight cows of the reins, and before we
Many other interesting
stories
and a lake steamer also bear the ways clean and attractive
and
and the same number of horses are get a rope around hi* neck.
might be bold of these lakes and
same name and these will serve t o ; there is plenty of room for all the
“ A number of years ago, when Ma their countless resorts. Around their
kept and enough; hay is cut for their
keep green, one of the most sonorous J open a:jT Sports the guests may care
use.
A 22-foot motor boat, 'canoes, dam Peary used to be the cook at shores have been woven many a ro
of Indian names..
Oupsuptiic Lake i to indullge in.
The bread veranand backboards' furnish both, sport Bemis, it got to be the tenth of May mance and not least among these is
lies to the northiwest and is separ- , dag are a favorite place to
pass
and exercise to the guests
during before I got ready to take bier down, the story o f how Rangeley was named
ated from the larger body of water maDiy pheasant hours, while the large
1 got the lightest
aaid but this tale will be reserved for the
the summer months.
One of ‘ the th elake.
by Bald Mountain and a narrow isth-, m.uS'lc room is the scene of frequent
famous visiting spots iin the camp cheapest horse I coulld get in Ran story of next Saturday which wil
mus near its base.
This last mam- j oard a(ad darLoing parties,
of the late Senator Frye, oai Oupsup- gel ey, and was told that if I did not conclude the, lake series.
ed lake has an area of but three
Hammocks are swung in the groves
tic Lake, amid just beyom l this are bring the horse back $50 would pay
And then “ Casisie” drew'
up in
square miles1, and here is located the j f0I,
novel reader, and the tennis
I received many warnings front of the Rangeley Inn and cur
the camps made famous by Billy the bill.
famous Indian Rock spoken of in the |court and th-e cMmb up Bald Mourn
not to put a horse on the ice, anal journey was at an end.
Soule.
It
half
previous article.
This splendid fish-1 taj)n attract the more
strenuous,
one in particular fn m John Straw, been a delightful ride and the cour
ign ground is largely due to the j Eveiryone enjoys the
pleasures of
A half day was most pleasantly who was the agent for the Union tesies of the Bowlleys will not be
fact that Rangeley empties its waters j b,oatilDg and oainoeing, for the cove
passed at this place by the writer Water Power Co., who in company least among the memories of that
at this point and trout and saJDmon ,g ail,ways safe fo,r the little folks,
and while there he
learned that with Mr. Henry Kimball, had just re day.—L. C. Bateman in
Lewiston
naturally gravitate to those places j and it is not B,pilLmed by the grcAvnpushing Journal.
Mountain. View was a popualr resort turned from Upper Dam,
where the waters seethe and foam. ups_ Tbere is, SiPiendid fishing near
for Lewiston and Auburn people. Mr. their pumg ahead of them. Mr. Straw
Another large feeder of ( upsuptic is
hotel, and bathing is a
daily
and Mrs. C. 0. Merrill and family said that they had found the ice so
the river bearing the same name and j pastime at t,he bathing beach. . Deer
were there at the time and
their thin, that they bad left their horse M IG R A T O R Y B IR D L A W IN THE
whidh has its source far beyond tihe j are often seen in tbe nea)rby forest;
long hikes through the forest roads a,t Upper Dam for me to take up on
U. S. S U P R E M E COURT.
Canadian line.
Moaselucimegumtic and fbere is good woodcock and parwere to them a great delight. The the scirow', when the ice should have
lies still farther south, and this is |tridge shooti.llg in the faU after the
It was not until a
writer also met Rev. Dr. HaUlock and |left the lake
the largest sheet of water in the |cloge
season, when
close of
of (tlie
the supimw
summer season,
wife of Lewiston who- were staying j month or two later that it came out
A case involving the constitutional
chain as it has not less than twen comfortable accommodations are pro
in a nearby resort. The doctor was i that they had drowned the
horse ity c f the McLean-Weeks Law, pop
ty-one square miles of area..
At its vided for the hunter, with, licensed
in excellent spirits a® he had just j soon after leaving Upper Dam.
It ularly known as the Federal Migraoutlet is Upper Dam while the Low guides who know their business and
landed a. six-pound salmon., which is was a remarkably smart horse and as tory Bird Law, has been carried to
er Dam is1 at the outlet of Richard- are splendid forest companions. Ramalways considered a big trophy for a they drove onto the ice,
follljorwitng j t(!ie united States Supreme
Court
son Lake.
The Middle Dam, so callf-| ~ ]€y‘ h,as been fami0us for years for
parson.
We have no doubt that the track where a four-horse load Besides fixing seasons for migratory
ed is on the lower Richardson- or its big fish., both- trout and salmon.
hi,s experience in the lake country had been hauled the afternoon lie game-birds this 'law places a perpet
Welckenabacook Lake as it was call The Mountain View House has easy
furnished him with many an inspir- fere, Mr. Kimball made the remark ual close season on ‘migratory in
ed by the Indians.
Away beyond access to all the best
fishing ing incident to point a moral and ; that they would make tihe ten miles
sectivorous birds,’ and specifies the
these are the Umibagog and Megaillo- grounds.
Not only are these lakes adorn a tale.
1to Haines Landing in three-quarters following birds as coming within the
way where the splendid new dam an close at hand, but numerous ponds
----------! or an hour.
Mr. Straw was just meaning of the term: robins, thrush*
reservoir have added so much power are scattered hereabouts, so that an
After
a
hearty
dinner
and
enjoying
returning
h/is
watch
to his pocket, es.
kinglets,
nuthatches, titmice,
to the Androscoggin. However, this, abuMamce of both bait and fly fish
other courtesies at the Mountain View after taking the time, when the fore- chickadees, catbirds', wrens, warblers,
section of the lake system is not ing is afforded.
came the leave taking and the prep- feet of the horse suddenly went vireos," shrikes, waxwings, martins,
under description, at this time, but
An interesting place to visit, only airatfcims to move on.
It was a bit ; through, and throwing lids
head swallows, tanagers, grosbeaks, bob
will be taken up llater.
a few minutes’ walk from the hotel, puzzling how to reach Rangeley vtSF i down, he Shot under the ice.
Mr. olinks, meadowlarks, orioles, flycatch
Iis the state fish hatchery near the lage, which was seven miles away Straw and Mr. Kimball scrambled out
ers, hummingbirds, swifts, whip-poorComing back to Caipt. Barker and railroad station at Oquossoc, where and no steamer until evening,
but of the pung just as that, too, was wills, nigh.tiharwks (or bull!
bats),
his little steamer the last stop was guests can have ample opportunities Mrs. Bowley cam e to the rescue anal disappearing.
They succeeded
in flickers, woodpeckers, cuckoos, “and
.
N.
made at Haines Landing, and here to study the methods employed
in offered to take the writer over with getting the horse out, but not until
all other ¡perching birds which- feed
the writer parted company with his the propagation of fish by artific- her own private team.
This
was after he was drowned.’ ’
entirely or
chiefly on
insects.’’
genial and hospitable host. A short iia!i means. There is a well defined another courtesy that was greatly ap
Should the Supreme Court render a
ride through the forest over u. road trail to the summit at Bald Mountain |pre-clated asthe rid© was
over one
It is only necessary to add that j decision adverse to the law, the pro
that was once an- Indian trail and from which a. fine view can be had
thebestroads and through
the
Capt. Barker was not frightened by tection of these binds will depend, as
Rangeley Lake was reached and a jn aill directions. Rangeley Lake aip- finest of scenery.
j the experience of Kimball! and John formerly, on the various and diverse
few moments alter the coach, drew pears to lie at one’s feet, with the
It was a delightful day in early ! Straw and, with hto cook in
the State laws.
—.......
— village in the distance and Mountain fall and the ride took us past sev
pung, made the trip to Bemis in safe
View House close at hand./
From eral noted places. One of these was
ty.
On tihe way back to Rangeley,
the other side cam be seen Mooseluc- Mingo Springs, the elegant estate
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S S H O W EHlhowever, be met with the common
megant-ic and Oupsiupitio Lakes, with created by the millionaire Munyon,
experiemce and h,is horse went under T IO N O F F E R S T H E B E S T CHANCE
the Richardson. Lakes toward
the of patent medicine fame. Old Sad
the ice, and was drowned.
South., and on the far horizon, the dleback and Kennebago
E V E R T O T H E H O T E L A N D CAMP
Mountains
Speaking of tine method of the ice
peaks of the White Mountains are loomed up on the left and
other
Heaving the lakes in the spring, P R O P R IE T O R S OF T H E S T A T E TO
viecible on a clear day.
The Maun- , historic coots were on either side,
Capt. Barker says:
“ Tihe going out
tain View House is only a quarter |Little “ Cassie” was a fine
driver
of the ice in the spring is as much A D V E R T IS E FOR T H E IR SUMMER
of a milie front the railroad station and we do not blame Mrs. Bowley
of a conundrum as the ’winter reefs, G U E S T S .
a.t Cquosisoc , where there is a tele for her pride in, the possession of
judging from the many questions' I
graph, office, and this, with, thie local suchi a horse.
Every moment of the
have been asked about it.
This is
and long distance telephonies in the ride was enjoyed and the occasion
ve.ry
simple,
when
iit
is
understood.
house, three daily maids each way, al glimpse of the great lake recalled i
and one on Sunday, give good con many associations and tales of the ' Where the snow lies on the ice iit
Is Often^Unnatural.
i protects it from the warm spriaig sun
nection with the outside world.
past.
In the old days
accidents
but
’where
it
is,
blown
off,
giving
the
This hotel is owned and managed were more frequent here than,
at
An extra hard day’ s work may tire
by Mr. and Mrs,. L. E. Bowley, who present and especially was this true
you. But if the close of every day finds
than bread and butti
are as well known to lake travelers in the spring when the warm weath j'liiiiiiimimmiiiMiMiitiimmiiiinimitiimniiinMmmiiiiiimnimiiitinmiiiiiHr you worn and weary—your system
when the bread is made
as the name of the house itself and er had weakened the ice.
needs a TONIC.
For a
from W illiam Tell Flour.
from them the writer received
a loaded team to go through into the
Nothing more wholesome,
“ L. F .” Atwood’ s Medicine taken
warm welcome to their
beautiful water was a frequent occurrence and
either, or a better food for
daily, drives away that “ tired feeling.’
mountain home.
This place
was* at tidies this approached a; tragedy
It has helped New England folks earn
growing children, because
434 Congress St.,
started; by H. F. ¡Kimball, of Range- ¡while on other occasions it was a
W illiam Tell is made from
name of being “ tireless workers,"
| the
ley, more than forty years ago. With source of merriment.
In this book I PORTLAND, MAINE
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
and Mrs. Brown’s letter tells why it
a keen perception çf coming events, —“ Lake and Forest”—Caipt.
Fred | E rected ia 1911, and p o sitiv e ly the only 1 has become thgjr favorite tonic.
richest in nutritive value.
F ir e p r o o f H otel in the City
this gentleman saw that the beauty Barker tells several interesting and
Milled by a special proems“,
levator S erviee, P riv a te and P n h lic f West Farmington. Me.:
of the sipet would one day be better humorous sterile® regarding these ac |1 EBaths
William Tell goes farther. Mc,r t
and ev ery convenience for the com - 1
* “ As my mother, Mrs. Smith, is writ
loaves to the sack in addition t >
appreciated and a small house was cidents *and gives some information i fo r t o f guests in clu d in g
wonderful bread makingqualities.
erected.
Mr. Kimbailll1 was also the that will aip/ply to any place when, I HOT AND COLD RUNNING I ing in praise of your“ L. F. ” Atwood’s
Mediciue, I, too, would like to tell yon
owner and manager of thie
Green this happens.
We quote the folio,w- | WATER AND LOCAL AND I
that I think it one of the best house
Vale House at the time, but the site iug :
I LONG
DISTANCE TELE|
hold remedies. I consider it one of the
of the Mountain View pleased him
“ When a team, breaks through, the | PHONE IN EVERY ROOM j best tonics on the market.”
best.
At that time the tide cf trav ice, a. silled seldom goes in, and so I SPLE N D ID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED |
el was very small and his. guests the first thing to b« done is to put a | FE AT U R IN G P O P U L A R P R IC E MENUS |
•
(Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown.
were almost exclusively confined to rope around the horses’ necks, clear | A m erican Plan $2.50 per day, upw ard | The Big Bottle costs only 35 cents.
sportsmen who came to enjoy tihe them from the sled and pull, it back | European Plan $1,00 per day, u p w ard |
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
= L«tt«ra of inquiryre$r*rdlnf rmteaetc., promptlyanswered. =
Trial Bottle FREE.
fishing.
away from them ; then, taking one cf | H. E. T H U R STO N , R. F. H IA1MELEIN, |
Phillips, M aine.
P rop rietors.
= ‘ L. F .” MEDICINE CO. Portland, Me.
Two years after the Mountain View the horses from another team, and
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IN. It. C., Hartford, Conn.,

MUCH DISCUSSED
LICENSE LAW

head of the falls my companion told
me the legend of Gordon, Falls. The
place was made famous by ouir de
parted friend Geo. S. feimlball,
in
“ Piney Home,” a hook that has un
¿end Question^Bo Mi': Lanedoubtedly been read by nearly every
The much discussed License Law for adult in the State.
resident hunters, which has the en
“ Years ago,” lie said,” when this
dorsement of the Commissioners of
country was
wooded far
heavier
Fish and Game and of the Maine
than at present, two men, who were
Sportsmen’ s Fish and Game Associa cruising in the vicinity o f Gordon
tion, was presented din the House by Falls on the east shore, became lost
Rep. McCarty of Uewiston.
The
and camped for the night beside a
hill will, it is expected, call forth, spring.
In the morning on stoop
2.
Tell in order the dates for tine vigorous opposition, notwithstanding ing to drink they discovered
the
open season for hunting:
squirrels, the fact that residents of the State bottom of tlie spring was covered
are exempt from its provisions when with yellow dust and nuggets
and
rabbits, quail amid partridge.
The open season is the same for hunting on .land owned or Leased by following up the source of the spring
the they discovered a rock as large as
all of the game you mention in youir them, a concession made by
state.
It is from October 8 to proponents of the measure to the a haycock from which they exit a
fanners of the State.
lump with a hatchet of what they
November 24itln.
The
bill
fixes
the
license
fee
for
considered contained a large
per
y j. M. Hartliand, Me.,
I do not know to just wibat bullBet
3.
Is there amy limit a.s to bow
resident hunters at $1, and to this centage of pure gold.
The lumber
If you are reloading your! many may be killed lu one day?
I have a 12 gauge 32 inch barrel, you refer.
is added a recording fee of 15 cents, cruiser fearing the Frenoh-Canadian,
choke bored , single gum that is am shells amid intend to use tine bullet
Quail or partridge— five a day, 36
making the entire cost $1.15 to those took all he could carry of the gold
Win a year.
extra good shooting gum, but I can regularly used in the .25-.35
No bag limit on squirrels
who wish to shoot birds or big and at last found his way out and
not do a tilling with it with buck diest er cartridge, which weights 117 or rabbits.
game.
so the story goes, killed him and
shot, it scatters so.
What is the grains, you will not get any kind of
where
Holders are required to
exhibit took the quartz to Bangor
cause? Some c/Laini that lit
would S'aifcisfaetciry results.
their licenses to wardens or other it essayed a very high, percentage.
shoot as close using buck shot as it
2.
Where is the fault when a
j officers upon request, and they are He told some friends of the find and
TOild using 4 or 6, if 1 used the cartridge does not explode until it
to be valid until January 1st, next, drew some plans from memory, hut
size buck that would chamber
in has been snapped several times amd
following the date of issue.
They never returned to the spot as he
the barrel.
I am thinking of buy the cap lias been deeply dented?
Until within a
apply equally to the killing of game died soon after.”
ing a 10 gauge single gum with a 36
Usually a defective primer. Some
and game birds.
Licenses are re couple of years a man lias lived the
inch barrel and J am getting it to
quired for the transportation of game life of a hermit near this place in
times due to a weak amd sluggish
shoot buck sfluot.
Would you advise
or game birds, and it is unlawful for the woods and he was supposed to be
hammer
which
does
¡not
hit
a
sharp,
it choke bored or cylinder
bored?
any transportation company to ac hunting for the lost gold rock, but
snappy blow.
I would lik e a gum that woujlkl put 4
cept
them, for shipment from a per if he ever found it he took the sec
or 5 large buck shot in the head of W. C. S., Boston, Mass.
ret. with him, for his dead
body
son
not
holding a license.
I would like to get your opinion of
a flour «barrel at 40 yards.
Gam I
was discovered on one of the lonely
The
bill
provides
for
the
issuance
I
feel
it
my
duty
as
a
Registered
the High Power cartridge, .22 cali
get it?
by the Fish and Game Department, trails on Gordon brook by a woods
Do you consider a .22 High- Guide to have the people of Wash
A choke bored shotgun does not bre.
the application to be made through j man.
shoot amy closer than a
cylinder Power sufficiently effective or deer ington county informed as to the un
Returning to the tent we got into
Bona
fide
protection of our Fish and
Game city and town clerks.
I suppose that the real
bored ome when \shooting buckshot amd bear?
the
canoe and paddled up to the
especially ¿n the northern part
of residents of the State and members
as l^rge as say nine buckshot to the j effectiveness of a rifle is up to the
the country. I pay one dollar annual of their immediate family may bunt mouth, of Gordon brook again, and
load.
The reason for this is that ' mam that is using it, provid ing the
ly to be registered as a guide for without licenses on land owned and this time luck was with us for we
tie choke in a shotgun barrel de rifle has sufficient power.
huniting and fishing, also sign
an leased by them on which they are landed 14 beauties of tlie specie
pends for its effect upon the sud
As you state, the real effectiven agreement to protect our fish and' actually domiciled and which is used square-tailed in about an hour’s fish
den jamming together of tine shot ess of a rifle depends so much on gome, and to report to the Commis
Both Big and Little and Gor
exclusively for agricultural purposes. ing.
just as they leave the muzzle. With t.he (man using it that it is
very sioners of Fish and Game at Augus
City or town clerks who refuse or don brooks are great trout streams
large shot this jamming together ap hard to answer such a question with ta any illegal killing of game as to
and many baskets are filled
from
neglect to forward remittances for
parently does not make them shoot
them.
ray
knowledge.
I
have
reason
to
any degree of satisfaction. Reports
hunting licenses each, month may be
any closer.
PurcQnaisimg a gum with
Again entering the canoe we ran
seem to indicate that the .22 High believe that our game lias not had punished by a fine of not less than
3b inch barrel would not help you.
AU license down to the falls and carried by,
Power cartridge is powerful enough legitimate protection as I have heard $25 nor more than $50.
If ycu expect to use a new gum en
different parties tell of finding the fees are to be devoted to the fish hut decided to run the lower pitch,
for the work.
tirely for buckshot shooting a cylin
and did, but if I ever go down that
heads of cow moose on their hunting and game interests of the State.
der bore might be better perhaps. If W. S. B., Auburn, Me.
river
again I shall carry around the
trips, killed by persons unknown,and
Persons found in thé fields or for
What is your opinion of the 38you use buckshot enough to make
as we have not heard of any prose ests or on the waters of the State lower pitch.* also.
nine to the load, you cannot expect 40 high velocity for a deer gun, and cution for same we
This is the last of the
rough
suppose that with firearms are considered violat
to get more than three or four in how does it compare with the 32-40 the wardens must he fully qualified
water and it is a pretty ride of four
e s of the act unless they have li
* the target sit the range you
men amd 38-55 low pressure load? Which for the office to give
satisfactory censes in their possession,. Viola miles to Mattawamkeag passing down
af
the
three
guns
are
best
for
the
tion.
protection, which
looks strange to tions of the act are punishable by under the wooden bridge 300 feet
Maine woods?
C. C. N., Philadelphia.
hear of no prosecutions as to the fine of not less than $10 nor more long that was built by the govern
ment at the time of the Aroostook
1.
For wild fowl Shooting a well- The muzzle energy of the
38-40 large force of wardens, for the past
than $30 and costs.
war and must have been the very
know firm of gun makers
stated high velocity is 1150 foot
pounds. j two years.
I don’t mean to
say
Several petitions regarding fish and
bridge Ex. Governor Plaisted had in
that the best results that 1 could The muzzle energy of the 32-40 anything as to the reputation
or game matters were received.
mind when he sprung his
slogan,
get i® one of their 7% pounds, full smokeless 'lew pressure load is 830 character of any of the force as
“
Maine
as
dry
as
a
covered
bridge.”
choke 12 gauge guns could be ob foot pounds.
The 38-55 low pressure they are goed law abiding citizens
M ATTAT R IP
ON T H E
After passing under the bridge it
tained with 1% oz. shot. Recently I has a muzzle energy of 989 • foot and think every one else the same. C A NO E
W AMKEAG.
is but a short distance Where 1 you
bought from the same firm a 914 lib. pounds.
T.he $8-40 high
velocity There are some of them fully quali
glide gently out into the waters of
pealing,
full choke 10 gauge gun of same would, !to my mind, be a better car fied for woods work, bark
(Continued frfom page tw o.)
the Penobscot and the Mattawam
grade as the 12 gauge aud they re tridge for close range work on deer etc., others that are lame and can’t
a light rod and if he doesn’t give keag river is swallowed itip in this
paddle
a
canoe
safe
in
big
winds,
commended the sarnie (114) load of under tine conditions usually found
you a hard tussle and a number of mightier river that flows through
as needed in times, others that live
shot. Does it not seem, reasonable
in Maine than the 32-40 or
38-55
thrills before you get him landed Bangor to the sea.
in the ciity limits that would
he i
that af a 12 gauge cam handle 1%
you have a harder set of nerves and
low power cartridges.
The high
Clarence.
fully
qualified
for
factory
or
mill
cz. that a 10 gauge cam handle with
We cast here
power cartridges, in the
two last work, etc., but we have got to ad muscles than I have.
equal efficiency a larger load..
I
named sizes would of course be very mit that we have one warden work for ain hear but only killed two fish, TY COBB, C H A M P IO N
B A TS M A N ,
may say that in ordering the 10
i much mere powerful amd effective, ing at present that is fully' quald- j although' we could hook one at about
GOES H U N T IN G .
gauge, I stated that I wanted a gun
every
cast.
Getting
into
the
canoe
capable of shooting maximum loads j For all-around use the 38-40 has ail- fied for the place by his many years again we dropped down a stiff cur
Iways been a very popular size.
of experience—that is Geo. W. Ross, j
oí smokeffless powder.
The famous Ty Cobb, and who is
rent on a: pole, to the mouth cf
of Vanoeboro, the legal adjuster of !
American ammunition factories will ^
FVresn<>» Call.
Big Gordon brook and landed. Here there who does not know' him, spends
Does it make any difference whetli- several Big Shows that came to our
not supply in 10 gauge a heavier
there is a deep, strong running pool inuclq of I is leisure time during the
eRemingtomrU M C., Winchester, state, also postmaster at Vanceboro, i and at certain times cf the year is winter with Ms Remington .pump gun
load than 1!4 cz. of shot.
This is
detective,
fish and
game
probably the reason why the Com Peters, or other kinds of cartridges State
full of trout or ait least one can get down in the Georgia marshes, and
pany who made your shotgun
did are used in a Winchester .22 Model warden, and the choice of our pres- ’ them to bite only at certain times. his duck average is even higher
1890?
If not, what kind is the ent sheriff as deputy sheriff in and We took off our shoes and stock than his hatting average.
not recommend anything heavier.
for the ccunty of Washington. We
Just recently he was out with a
2. In putting guns away for a best?
ings,' rolled p our paints and underare thanking Warden Ross for the
long period—say from one season to
All of the standard makes oif cart
drawers amd waded out as far as party of well-known sportsmen, in
strict attention' he paid last fall in
another, is it better to take
guns ridges will operate through the ac
we could in the strong current and cluding Henry Dreher, of Cleveland,
distributing fish to the many lakes
tried our best to lure one from the and James M. Barrett and Lon E.
apart or keep them together?
tion correctly, and. so fair as I know
and ponds of different 'counties in
pool hut we could evidently
offer Davis, of Augusta, and it is report
It makes no difference.
will not Inarm the barrel.
As to
our State.
nothing
tempting
for
not
a
rise
re ed that he_ brought down a greater
3. Under such circumstances is the quality, that is a question which
(Signed) A Registered
Guide—
warded our best efforts.
Embarking number of ducks than any other dn
it better to plug up the barrels, etc., will' be necessairy for you to decide
Maohdas Union.
again we dropped down to just a- the party.
or leave them open, guns
having for yourself.
An interesting question in this con
hove Gordon Falls and camped just
previously been thoroughly clleaned G. G. K., Schenectady, N. Y
across from High Landing.
As it nection is, does baseball help one
and greased ?
1.
I am very much interested In
duck
was nearly dark we pitched cur tent in duck hunting, and does
Corking up tine barrel, if the gun a Huger .30 auto pistol.
Would
hunting
help
the
hatter’s
eye?
It
ii
a
hurry,
fried
the
two
bass
we
is not wrapped up and is left stand->■V
■like very mucin to lneair from you as
is
true
that
many
of
baseball's
lead
had killed and “ turned in.” On ris
ing in an ordinary gum cabinet or
to its accuracy with skeleton stock,
ing in the morning you can imagine ing stars are hunters and trap shoot
closet iis a good idea as it prevents
and whether it is any better than
our surprise to find we had tent ers, and of no mean ability, either
dust from collection in it.
vJ*Z V 1 F
Gbit er Savage Auto.
ed
alongside cf several graves and as good in tlie field and at the
4. Same with rifle.
were told afterward that the graves traps as in their work on the diam
The
Huger
pistol
was
outclassed
Same as above.
Fact is, it has been noticed
were occupied by men tiluat had lost ond.
5. Do you recommend hot water by both the Colt and the Savage in
that baseball and shooting
seem
their
lives
in
the
“
Heater”
’
and
at
the
Government
tests.
The
Huger
tor cleaning barrels (inside) of high,
Slew Gundy
Bend on
different tc go hand in hand—they both, ap
is
a
well
made
weapon,
and
gives
power rifles, shotguns, etc?
drives of logs that have gone down peal to the same sportsmen., and if
Hot water is very
effective for satisfactory service in the hands of
a man has never done any shoot
this river to Bangor.
cleaning barrels.
Most
shooters anyone who will give it reasonable
ing
when young, if he is a lover
The
next
morning
after
breakfast
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
When used with the skeLeconsider it a miuisiajnice, however, as care.
we lighted
onr pipes amd strolled of baseball lie seems to take natur
Offers
room
with
hot
and
His very necessary to inave the wat ton stock tine recoil is much heavier
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
down to the head of the falls and it ally to shooting, and becomes a fan
er extremely hot—practically boiling, than would matnrailly he expected hut
and up, which includes free
This is especially
certainly was a pretty sight in the of both sports.
use o f public shower baths.
care must be taken not to get is not objectionally so, however.
early morning to see the water come noticeable in the younger set—.tlie
2.
I had an argument with a fel Nothing to Bqaal This in New England rushing down, a narrow canyon and hoys who play the best baseball al
>t into tine action,.
Be sure
that
he barrel is thoroughly wiped and low about using 12 gauge shells in
then take a perpendicular drop of so turn in good shooting record's.
Rooms with private baths
a 10 gauge gun without an extra
oiled aftter tine water is used.
about 12 or 14 feet, causing a boil
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites o f two rooms and bath
tube.
Can this be done?
W. S. F., Fatrioso, Call.
ing caldronat the bottom
which,
A D V E R T IS IN G FO R M S
OF T H E
for $4.00 per day and up.
after much
eddying and circling, S P O R T S M A N ’S
Generally not, as the shell goes
1- What is the speed and striikS
H
O
W
N
UMBER
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF hardly gets itself straightened out
iog power of the Winchester .25 buil- into the barrel so far that the fir
CLO SE FE B . 14.
D O N ’T
DELAY
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
for the second pitch its only a short
tet when used in Coillts .25 Automat-- ing pin does not hit the primer. If
Send for Booklet
S
E
N
D
IN
G
IN
Y
O
U
R
A
D
V
E
R T IS E 
Pistol? How far will it carry up it did, in all probability, the shell STORBR E. GRAFTS Gen. fcW g er distance below.
M
E
N
T
.
While
sitting
on
the
ledges
at
the
011 the level?
Would split.

[et T ip s
H u n i i n g H elps
b y A lf red B L a n e

1
What is the best kind of a
bullet for a rifle, greased or
un
greased. amd why?
Greased cartridges are always to
be recommended as the wear on the
barrel1 is leas and the amjoumit of
lead deposited on the bore is also
less.
1m fact a number o,f shoot
ers using ihigih power rifles use a
thin coating of Mobiliulbricaut,
an
automobile grease, on their bullets
to prevent metal fouling.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

WANTS OUR GAME
PROTECTED

W zæ sm m fè Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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C. S. Stetson of Greene
behalf of a petition prohibiting ^
fishing in the tributaries of Hooper
Pond in Greene, Androscgogio com
ty, and ice fishing in the poax) ¡.
self, explaining that summer
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Chairman Austin Believes It a in the tributaries did muck
Basket Ball Teams Entertained At
to the farmers’ fields, and that tta
Are delightfully situated on shore of L ik e
Dangerous Proposition.
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
residents of the locality objected p
The Tavern.
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
promiscuous ice fishing, as iinjur;,«.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
The resolve for $1,000 for placing to the .stock of fish in the pond.
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
buoys
and lights in Moosehead lake
Senator Allen, chairman 0f ^
(Special Correspondence.)
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
for the benefit of navigation came up committee, asking about the possibij.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
Rangeley, February 9.:—Mrs. Ralph for hearing before tille committee on ity of framing a general law ft, ^
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Haines and three youngest children Interior Waters Wdenesday afternoon. ¡lowing ice fishing one or two davs
of Strong are guests of Mrs. Leona S. M. Phil brook of the Coburn Steam
Write for booklet.
H. P. M cKENNEY, P ro p rie to r,
Jackm an, Maine
a week in certain waters of th
Spencer and other relatives in town.
boat Co. appeared in favor of the State, and Chairman Harry b. Aus.
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Elliis left Sat
bill, representing not onily his own tin of the fish and game conanfe.
urday morning for a visit with their
company hut also the many individ sion said he believed this would i*
daughter Fay, at Passaic, N. J. They
uals operating motor boats on the a dangerous proposition to op« i
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, will be gone some time.
lake, and explained tine necessity of very wide unless there was an i^.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Lafayette Kemphow long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
markers of the kind named at the tent public demand.
ton returned home from a trip
to
various points in the lake.
No one
Portland, Saturday night.
¿Mrs. Ira Russell of Bigelow, who appeared in opposition to the re
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut has been spending the past few days solve.
The act to prohibit pollution of
rates to all during October and November. I will also with Mrs. Ed West, returned home
send you names of parties who have hunted here that Monday.
She was acompanied by Wilson Lake ini Franklin county was
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
her daughter, who lias been attending also up for hearing, but as no one
----------appeared in connection with the act
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine school siqce last fall.
it
was
laid
on
the
table
until
the
Mrs. Clara Rector is spending a
Probably never since the autoito
few days with her brother,
Guy next meeting.
bile invaded the Garden of Main- !
On an act to allllow ice fishing on has there been made such a recop) |
Hinkley at Hebron.
THE CARRY POND CAMPS
Nate Albee and Harry Quimby are Wednesday of each week on Andros as was established January H, «
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
coggin county, Rep.
Nathaniel P. the ice of the Allagash river,
RANGELEY, MAINE
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. at Little Kennebago gumming.
Write for circular.
H.
B. McCard is enjoying a twoGould of Leeds told the committee a party of Fort Kent men made a
HENRY J. LANE,
weeks’ vacation from his duties at that tire lake was now closed to al'li trip for 30 miles into the wildenfes
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham. Me. the bank.
ice fishing, that the residents of the ir. the dead of winter, following fe 1
to icy surface of the Alllagash ms |
The Rebekahs conferred the degree locality desired an opportunity
OTTER POND CAMPS
on one candidate Friday night, fol fish, that the stock would not be de from its junction with the St Jos
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish lowed by a banquet.
February 16, pleted, and that Wednesday was de
and hunting. Send for circular.
until open water compelled t o io
J o h n C a r v i l l e ’ s C a m p s ing
occurs the annual roll call for which sired rather than Saturday or Sunday j
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
turn about.
Had it not been for
at S p rin g L ake
Caratunk, Me.
preparations are being made.
in order to prevent Large crowds com j this hindrance they were planningto
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Geo. Esty left Monday for Bruns i.ng from Lewiston or Livermore Fails
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
penetrate clear to the foot of DoSpring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
wick, where he will join Mrs. Esty,
Rep. Charles H. Drummond of Win saskis lake, a distance from Fort
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, T R AP P IN G SEA SO N SOON BE HERE
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
who has been spending the winter low spoke in favor of an act to pro
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
Kent over the highway of ice for
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
cnknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper. with Mrs. Geo. McGraves.
hibit fishing in the tributaries
of j over 50 miles.
As it was they estrout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilcox have |Pettee’s Pond and a portion of WL1- 1
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
tabldsihed a new record for vjnte
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi gone to housekeeping in the upper
! son brook In Kennebec county.
He ! travel in Maine’s most northerly sec
summer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. j tenement of the Blodgett house.
j
explained
that
an
attempt
was
bej
S.
C.
Wellman,
publisher.
Dept,
M.,
Huntington,
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
Thursday evening
Miss -De&sie iug made to cultivate fish in the j tion, the winter conditions of ice
W . Va.
JOHN CAR VILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
Lamb was admitted to membership j pend, and it was the desire to have |travel in the extreme northerly pat
of this state never before, since an
in the Pythian Sisters.
The
ex
|them protected.
RANGBLE1 TAVBRN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
tes became common in the Garde
Blakeslee Lake Camps
ercises were followed by a tasting
On Rangeley Lake.
In explanation of an act to prohib of Maine, having permitted such i
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
party.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
it all ice fishing in Little
Dyer’s trip in the middle of winter.
A famous resort for anglers and hun route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
Tb j
Mrs. F. H. Kempton entertained
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and luly 1 to Oct.
Pond in Jefferson, Lincoln
county, party was composed of Messrs. 1.
a
few
guests
at
supper
and
during
Best
fishing
and
hunting.
Booklets.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Rep. Willliiam C. Ford of Whitefiellid G. Hetherington, F. W. Malilett as:'
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
the evening, in honor of the birthday
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Raugeley, Maine.
told the committee that the people G V. Cunliffe, ail of Fort K® I
Maine.
of her daughter, Mrs. H. B.
Mc
of the locality are stocking the pond, and they started from town over tV j
Card.
The evening was spent with
which ha® been devoid of game fish, highway road as far as the «in
music
and
games. Mrs. McCard re
W E S T
E N D
with small trout, that the pond is 1fluence of the Allagash and 9t Jorr
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled ceived many fine gifts in memory of
no" accessiibllie in the summer, and river.
—Best of hunting—Special rates for the occasion.
Here, since there is no
H O T E L
June, September, October and Novem
that the act against ice fisihiimg is i road into the wilderness )tonkin?
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
N.
French
of
ber—Write
for
Booklet.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.j
of Idesired to protect the fish in winter. |the Allagash', they swung baldly «!
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor, 1Phillips were week end guests
No one appeared in
connection, onto the iced surface of the rive
Portland,
Maine
Pleasant Island,
Maine. |Mr. and Mrs. Daniel French.
i with the petition of H. F. Woodward which because of the light enoifal
L.
D.
Nile
and
Alton
Quimby
were
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for '
, at home from Farmington over Sun- land 33 others to open Jinimy Pond Jof the winter, afforded a spfehi
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport * i RAN G ELEY L A K E S
i in. Litchfield, Kennebec county, to track for their purpose. They ra
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write ! day.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork 1for free circular.
; summer fishing*under the general la ed the south line of township 11.
A
snowshoe
party
numbering
22,
CAPT.
F.
C.
BAR
K
ER
.
Bemis,
Maine.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
! consisting of Grammar school pupils ! of the State, but Commissioner Aus- range 12, before coming to so nr.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
j
and teachers, enjoyed a trip to Gull i tin explained that the pond had been open water that they were con
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
closed for a number of years and it pelled to turn the Ford car in writi ’
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly Pond Saturday afternoon.
American plan. Send for circular.
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
was thought the fish -were now pLen-, they made the journey, back towar:
Mrs.
Win.
Tomlinson
is
suffering
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
tifufli
enough so that the pond could , civilization.
from
a
bad
cold.
The nutoists had
BELGRADE LAK ES, M AINE.
law. thrill! before they reached home, tip
Mrs. Elmer Snowman is quite ill 1be opened under the general
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New I
England, Best black bass fishing in the world, j
a" her home on the Kennebago road. : The petit lion wa® laid on the table |came upon a shelving block ofw
bast trout fishing in Maine.
DEAD R IV E R REGION
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
of at Two Brooks rapids too late to I
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every Miss Clair Pearce, a trained nurse, for a week, to give opponents,
whom none were present today, an |turn cut. The shelf broke, but tbei
particular. Maine’s idea] family vaca i3 in attendance.
W. S. Lovejoy is in town on pro opportunity to appear if they desir speed carried them over onto ffe
tion resort Good fishing and hunting
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream , W ashington Co., Me.
Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. fessional business. The many friend ed.
World wide known for its famous fishing, section
ice two feet below, from wher
vacation and hunting country.
of the doctor are congratulating him
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
In the course of the hearing he- j looking hack, they saw tihe cal'
N orw a y Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
on his marriage to Mrs.
Wealthy |fore the committee on fish
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
and from which their car had taken ttf
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
Loomis,
which
took
place
at
Strong, l game, Senator Allien of Kenmbeec, the
machines. From there one can take steamer to
jump, sucked beneath the swim?
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
iy part of the laxe territory. The best hunt I
January 30.
A N D LOG CAMPS.
chairman, remarked:
“ I think non waters of the river, leaving a blact ,
g , fishing and vacation section of beautiful : Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing regionO. R. Rowe is having a two weeks’ resident fishermen observe our lawr
'ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G. I Special J une and September rates. Booklet.
ugly hole, where but a few
.
R O SE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
vacation from the store.
April 1st.
better than our residents. I’m sorry before their car had traveled.-Ba
L. A. Cookson is at PhilLiips for to say that, but I think it’s a fact.”
gor News.
a short stay with
relatives
and
Several matters of private and spe
friends.
cial nature in regard to fishing came
The Ladies’ Lakeside League re before the committee on inland fish
WEST FREEMAN
cently held election of officers, the and game at its hearing Wednesday
present ones having served
three afternoon.
months: President, P. M. Richard
Feb. 9Rep. Elrw.im N. Grant of St. Alihan®
son; Vice Presidents, Tina C. Weeks, appeared in favor of an act to open
Once again death has entered t
Louise Murphy, Eudora Childs; Sec
Big Indian Pond iin St. Alban®
to ranks of our Thimble Club and tas
retary and Treasurer, Ida Kempton;
ice fishing two day® a week.
Up en from us our much beloved al
Assistant, Leona MoCard; Instructor,
to two years ago the pond was open
most aged member, Mtrs. Emma ^
Mabel L. Hoar; Ex. Comm., Eudora
for ice fishing on Wednesdays, and
Childs, P. M. Richardson, Mary Hoar;
Hamblet, better known to meffibc
it wa® then closed altogether. The
Organist, Florence Bridgham; Look
people of the locality desire an op of the club and to the large «¡W*
out Committee, Mrs. L. D. Nile, Min
portunity
for some winter
flushing, of other friends as Grandma Har"
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, nie Spiller. The League has rec and feel that
the pend will not be let.
Although, on account of laEr
ently hung a fine new banner in the
ness she could seldom meet ff!"
The injured thereby.
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham class colors, red and White.
On an act to prohibit fishing in the
banner measures 40 by 72 inches.
us, yet she liked to- feel that 5i:
mock or something else you don’t want.
Miss Beatrice Jones and Tina C. tributaries to Lobster Lake and its was one of us and always b®“ a
Rep.
Weeks entertained the members of outlet in Piscataquis county,
kindly word of encouragement !'
the basket ball teams at the Tavern George W. Thombs of Lincoln ap
us.
She was one of the sffl?'
peared
for
the
proponents
of
the
Friday night.
The party was a
bill,
and
Rep.
John
H.
Gerrish
of
old
ladies
whom it was always
great success and much fun
was
enjoyed from, the various contests, Greenville spoke against the act. C. pleasure and a.n inspiration to ®eei'
We have sold things for others, and we can do the which consisted of handkercief race, S. Woodward of Greenville and T. A. Although she had been living out 1
penny race, package
lottery,
hat James of Augusta spoke on the sit
town for over a year past she
trimming contest by boys and a pea uation at the lake, simpliy to give
same for you. Rates one cent a word ¡in advance.
and felt the same interest in tine wor
nut hunt.
C. Harnden was high Line information to the committee,
the of the club and was planning to fW'
Address, Classified Department,
while H. Amber was awarded
the neither favoring nor opposing
consolation.
With peanuts for cur act.
us something for our sale as wa
No one was present to speak on her custom.
rency the girls proceeded to
pur
Both Grandma H®®
MAINE WOODS,
chase hats and models.
Ice cream a bill to restrict daily catches of
lei and Mrs. Carson, who waS fii
and cake were served.
Music con white perch in Little River iin Oild
ed from us several months ago, l«4'cluded the evening’s entertainment Orchard, York county, to five pounds',
us
a legacy of pleasant memories.
Phillips, Maine
and the party went home in a cheer- and it wa® tabled for future consid
Mrs. Rhoda WtHali
ful mood singing “ Tipperary.”
eration.

Where To Go in Maine

FISH AND
SNOWSHOE TRIP
GAME MATTERS
TO GULL POND

Are You Going Hunting?
THE

EXACT

COST

AUTOMOBILE
RECORD ON ICE

YO R K C A M P S ,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F IS H I N C

PlEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

f

BIC RESULTS
FRO M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it
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all.
The following were the decorat of the people of
Madiera
Island.
MADRID
ing committee, Mrs. Fred Daggett, It was greatly enjoyed and much ap
Mrs. Ralph Starbird, Mrs.
Charles preciated.
Luce.
The refreshment committee
Feb. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Chandler
were Mrs. Fred Leathers, Mrs. W. entertained a party of friends from
There will! be a dance ait Grange Hood’s Sarsaparilla Cleanses ths
I. Smith Mrs. F. O. Welch.
Phillips last Thursday
evening at h,aJ)l, Madrid viil'liage, February 13th,
Blood, Skin Troubles Vanish.
Several: from town went to New their pretty ‘'home on Main street. proceeds to be applied to thie build
Party of Phillips Friends Enter
Vineyard Friday to attend the fun  The evening was perfect and after ing fund.
Scrofula eruptions on the face
eral of Mrs. Walter Look nee Gusta the jolly ride and hearty greetings
We are sorry to leairn of the
tained by the Chandlers
Allen of Freeman.
Mrs. Look was from Mr. and Mrs. Chandler,
and body are both annoying and
who death, of Mrs. Mortimer Bi'aire Which
the daughter of Ohas. Allen of this j are royal entertainers, the party en occurred ait her father's home in disfiguring. The complexion would
town.
(Special Correspondence.)
joyed progressive whist.
During Gluocester, where she bias bean since he perfect if they were not present 1
!
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Daggett very |the evening a delicious lunch
was leaving Madrid eaiity last spring. She
This disease shows itself in other
Strong, M.biuar> 10.—1 lie niost j pleasantly entertained the following served consisting of harlequin
ice has been a great
snifferer,
frean
ways,
as bunches in the neck, in
Wia.it socialoccasion
of tl.e sea- |?uests at theIr piretty , 10me on Main
cream, sandwiches, coffee,
olives, |Bright's disease, being nearly, if net flamed eyelids, sore ears, wasting of
„ „ „ s thereceptiongiven Rev. a n d L treet Tuesday evening, February 2;
assorted cake.
A most
delightful quite blind ftr some time.
the muscles, a form of dyspepsia,
ars Weston P. Holman, last Friday ! Mr M(, Mrs HorMio N L
Mr ,
time was enjoyed by all present.
E.
A.
Withee
and
Car'll
G.
Johnson
and general debility.
■UW, in McLeary-s M l . The hall and M„_ Fred w . Look Mr. and
Miss Florence Luce was in Far of New Vineyard are hauling pulp
Ask your druggist for Hood’s
was beautifully and tastefully
ar
Mrs. Dan E. Leighton, Mir. and Mrs. mington Saturday on business.
for Halley & Field from No. 5 to j Sarsaparilla.
ranged and decorated with
ever Walter A. Bradford and Mr.
This great medicine
and j
greens, flowers, etc.
An evergreen
Mrs. 'True Luce returned Monday Sandy River siding.
completely eradicates scrofula.
It
Mrs. Charles B. Luce. During the j
The masked ball given by George i purifies and enriches the blood, re
noon from Fairfield, wthere sihe was
border was arranged around the hall evening a dainty lunch was served.
'
Moores at Grange hail, M!adrid viil- I moves humors, and builds up the
and in the corner where the party
Rev. W. P. Holman preached an Icalled by the death of her brother,
Herbert Parian.
His funeral
ser lage was the event of the season, i whole system.
received was a bank of evergreen I
excellent sermon Last Sunday morn- |
will a heavy axel, around it, which , „ g ffom Matt
At the close of vices were held Sunday afternoon at Many novel characters were repre
Scrofula is either inherited or ac
the least made
a
most i tke sermon Mrs. Holman sang a solo 1 o ’clock from his home. Mrs. Par- sented, and “they didn’t go home ’till quired.
Better be sure you are
morning.
beautlfiil canopy.
Under the arch
o£
A ge8/.
It was
very. iln and family were formerly from
quite free from it. Get Hood’s Sar
Miss Estelle Smith of the Philips
this town.
He leaves a wife nee
«toed
,
. , rendered.
,
,
^ Mr. and Mrs. Geroge
° D. Will,’ pleasingly
saparilla and begin taking it today.
High school was at home over Sun
Cassie
Cleveland
and
seven
child
Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Holman
and J
V. Starbird 1ms sent William
ren,
besides
a
host
o
f
relatives
and
day.
Miss Smith is assistant libra
Hi. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird.
At Nixon with four horses to Madrid,
Much sympathy is extend rian of the ,Madrid Sunday school.
g o’clock, to the beautiful strains of where they will haul lumber for a friends.
ed to Mrs. Parlin and family.
Her help in the school last year as
music played by Dyer’s orchestra, few weeks
Sick headache, biliousness, piles and
tbe guests were presented to
the
Saturday evening the Congregation- j organist was very much appreciated.
bad breath are usually caused by inac
Mrs. D. E. Leighton has
been
above named line by Principal Vin quite ill the past week,
tive bowels. Get a box of Rexall
suffering j al Sunday school classes taught by 1 Mrs. Mefesa Morrell was- the guest
Orderlies. They act gently and effec
cent F. Pottle, Miss Florence Luce, from erysipelas.
Miss Laura Luce Rev. T. B. Bitler and Miss Clarice i of her neice, Mrs. Harry Batchelder
tively. Sold only by us at 10 cents.
Mrs. Mellie Bradford and
Henman is working for her.
Flint enjoyed a' social at the boni^e recently.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Daggett.
Mrs. lioLman wras beauti
Songs were
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hinckley
of
W. A.
Bradford
spent Sunday of Mrs. John Rounds.
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
fully gowned in pink nun’s veiling with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. ' sung, games played, riddles
told Sandy River Plantation, were visit
trimmed with shadow lace.
After H. Bradford at' West Farmington.
and a general good time was
en- ors in town one day last week.
tbe reception a program was enjoy
Ice cream and cake
were
Mrs, P. W. Mason went to Port ! joyed.
Madrid is fast becoming citified,
DISTRICT NO. 2
ed consisting of the following num land Saturday to spend a few weeks served.
“ hot frank forts” are no longer an
bers: Music, orchestra; quartet, Mrs. with friends.
Mrs. Maree Harris and daughter, unusual sound, about o u t streets.
Flora Starbird, Mrs. Marguerite Will, I
New
Feb. 9.
We are glad to see our Town Clerk
'The “ Merry Makers’’ were pleas Crysteen have returned from
Mrs. Mabie Lewis, Mrs. Edith Star- ,
has E. C. Grossman about again. He has
antly entertained Saturday afternoon Vineyard, where Mrs. Harris
Silas M- Wing was a recent guest
bird; piano solo, Miss Frankie Keen;
school. been unable to be out much lately of L. B. Field and family.
by Mrs. Mellie Bradiord.
Those i been teaching the Primary
song, Crystell
Robbins;
reading, i
Mr. and Mrs, Charles F. Chandler on account of a frozen toe, which, has
present were Misses Sara Bell, OrysW. R. Leavitt was in this district
Mrs. Flora Pease; piano duet, Mrs.
tel Robbins, Kathleen Mitchell, Re cf Phillips spent Sunday with their bothered him not a little.
last week buying veal calves,.
Marguerite W ill and Vincent F. P ot-!
becca Rounds, Ella Willard. After ¡son, Harry Chandler and wife. They
Don’t forget the mock tria.J “ The
Mrs. Etta- Lander is in the Bletlien
tie; quartet, C. V. Starbird,
Fred !
the young ladies had spent
some : returned home Monday.
Great Plummer Breach of Promise district,
caring for Mrs.
Rachel
Daggett, Menzor Wilf, Samuel ToothA recital was held
Wednesday Case” to be given by Sandy River Hinkiey, wlho we are sorry to learn,
time working on their merry work,
aker; music, orchestra.
After the
evening of this week in McLeary’s Grange in Grange hall, Madrid vil is very ill.
a light lunch was served.
above program was carried out M. |
'hall for the benefit of the speaking lage, Friday, February 19. Dancing
Dr.
W.
J.
Trefetlien
of
Wilton
C True made a presentation speech
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Hamden. and
There were several
se and a shore dinner.
Be assured two children spent Sunday with Mr.
and presented Mr. and Mrs. Hoi- j was a Professional caller in
town l contest.
lections by Mrs. Blanche Harring- of a good time.
man with an elegant dinner set and rei'ently
and Mrs. Clinton Harnden.
1 ton Sampson, with vocal and instru
Undertaker
Harry
Chandler
has
Sandy River Grange held a very
511.00 In money, after which
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. V. C. Whitney and
Iinteresting meeting the 6th Inst. F.
Holman expressed his appreciation ^een very busy the past week. He mental music.
Mrs. Hattie Tuttle and daughter, j A Richardson was chosen chorister. baby Wendell were Sunday guests
had
two
funerals
Thursday
and
one
for the gifts and also for the past
of L. B. Field and family.
Mrs .Alphone© Pratt o f Ellmore, have
kindness and thoughtfulness of the 1 Friday.
Mies Abbie
Mae
Calden,
and
!
visited
friends
in
town
for
the
past
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bates
and
people during his stay of five years I
brother Leo, are spending a week
few days.
here. 'Refreshments of ice cream, Idaughter, Miss Vivian are taking
with, their grandparents, Mr.
and
The many friends of Benj. Dodge
assorted cakes and fancy
crackers their dinners at Hotel Strong,
Mrs. Morrill Wing.
,are pleased to know he is making
T
ob
acco
Pouch
and
were served.
Y is much regretGeorge D. Ninde gave a very in¡rapid progress to recovery. He is
Mrs. Mannette Haggan and little
Dressing Case B a g
ted that Mr. and Mrs. Holman are teresting lecture to the pupils of
still
at
Dr.
Bell’s
hospital.
1
daughter
Myrtle, went to
Dryden
not to return another year, as they I the High school last Friday
afterlast Thursday for
several weeks'
Mrs. C. W. Bell, daughter Sara,
are much loved and respected
bynoon, from the ways and customs
visit with h e r sister, Mrs.
Esma
i and son Richard were in Farmington
Hewey and other relatives.
on business, Monday.
George Barker and daughter, Rose
Mrs. Wallace Virgin
and
two
of New Vineyard were in town Mon
children ,who have been in Dryden
day.
for several weeks with, her parents,
The friends of Miss Iva Whiting
M". and Mrs. Orrin McKeen return
are sorry to know she continues to
ed home last week.
¡be very ill.
She is cared for by
School in this district closed SatMiss Sadie Bates.
uiday, January 30.
The
teacher,
Henry Ramsdell has been suffer
j Miss Fannie Hannah Humes went to
ing from eight boils on the back of
Iher home in North, Anson Monday.
|his neck.
He has recently had a
Miss Nancy Warren closed
her
large number of carbuncles in the
school in the Reed district last Fri
same place.
day and returned to her home in
Mrs. Frank Brackley is stopping
Lincoln Saturday.
Miss Myrtlce Mewith her daughter Lottie, in their
Kenney accompanied her as far as:
rent in Edgar Me Hi ail’s house. Mrs.
Auburn, where slhe will1 spend sev
Brackley is just recovering from a
eral weeks with her
grandmother..
severe attack of grip.
Mrs.
C.
F.
Cornish.
Mrs. Mattie Hinds and son Philip
Earl Harndeai and Leon Wing at
are stopping for a few weeks at Ar
tended the dance in the
Grange
thur Brackley’,s.
hall at the village Saturday night
The Ladies’ Aid met Wednesday of
! and report a fine time.
this week with Mrs. Clara Smith.
TOBACCO pouch is made of four
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Hanley
of
Mrs. Jennie Russell and three
long, narrow triangles of leather
New Vineyard were in town one day or of a silky plush, sewed together. A children are visiting her
parents,
recently.
silk lining is made in the same way Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lufkin
this
Dr. j. W. Nichols of Farmington and placed in the outer bag. The edges week.
was in town Tuesday on profession along the top are blind-stitched to
C. E. Dill finished hauling ice and
gether. The bag is 7 y2 inches long,
al business.
sawdust for O. M. Vose last week
each
triangle
3Vi
inches
wide.
A
Mrs. Lizzie Rackliff of Waterville
casing is stitched in the bag lVi and with N. F. Calden, has been
spent a few days in town recently, inches from the top to accommodate loading squares on, the cars at Mad
the guest of her sisters, Mrs. Free- narrow elastic bands for drawing rid for N. S. Sitowell.
mont Allen and Mrs. Fred Richard strings. If the bag is to be hung up
Clarence Huff and Miss Patia
son.
Mrs. Rackliff
accompanied ribbon or cord suspenders are sewed
Moores of 'Tory Hill passed through
the remains of her son, Earle here at each side.
this' district the first of the week
last Thursday.
en route for Madrid, where Mr. Huff
Alonzo Harlow of Greenfield, Mass.,
G IV E S IN S T A N T A C T IO N
with a pair of horses wilt haul birch
was in town last Thursday and Fri
for Harry Dunham,.
Mdiss
Patia
day, called here by the death, of his
will
be
the
guest
of
her
brother
Ah
nepheiw, Earle Rackliff.
E. H. Whitney, druggist, reports
den
Moores
and
family.
Next Saturday evening there is a that A SINGLE DOSE of simple buck
class of eight, who will take their thorn bark, glycerine, etc., as com
degrees in the Grange. The Grange pounded in AdJer-i-ika, the German
Children's Coughs— C h ild ren ’s Colds
is in a very prosperous condition. appendicitis remedy, stops constipa
Both Are Serious.
Besides recently putting in electric tion or gas on the stomach IN
lights, they have made a generous STANTLY.
Many Phillips people
addition to their library.
are being helped.
When one of your little ones
Misses Maree Leavitt and
Mil
shows symptoms of' an approaching
dred Hackett of New Vineyard were
Cold, give it Dr. Bell’s Pine-TarThere Is No Question
the guests of Mrs. Walter Bradford
but that indigestion and the distressed Honey at once.
It acts
quickly,
recently.
feeling which always goes with it can and prevents the Cold growing worse.
be promptly relieved by taking a
Very healing—soothes the
Lungs,
l e w . n i i . D y s p e p s ia
loosens the mucous, strengthens the
L ife ’s Stern Command.
i& X C U tX *
T a b le t
system.
It’s guaranteed.
Only
This stern command must come to
before and after each meal. 25c a box. 25 cents at your Druggist.
Buy a
all—a hard unyielding fact—“ Stand up
R. H. Preble. Phillips.
bottle to-day.
and take your medicine—don’t play the
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Sores.
baby act.”
M a rr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

RECEPTION g iv e n
TO THE HOLMANS

BANISH SCROFULA

G o ld F ish D a y
At “Preble’s”

We have arranged to give
away 5000 Beautiful Gold Fish
and Globes with purchases
o f 25c, 50c and $1.00 on the
Rexall Line, including a num
ber o f every-day Specials, as
Soaps, Face Powders, Tooth
Preparations, S t a t i o n e r y ,
Perfumes, Face Creams, Tal
cum Powders and our Rexall
Wild Cherry Cough Syrup at
25c and 50c.

O D ER ! E’Q
iK L u L E i

ij

f l LD CORNERC
U

drug store *

The f f s g q l t Store

A

I
10

K. OF P. OFFICERS
INSTALLED
Pythian Sisters Enjoy Banquet

(Special Correspondence.)

M A IN E

W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,

W. S. Lovejoy, veterinary surgeon
of Strong was in town last week.
Mrs. Carrie Gates has
been
at
Soule’s Mills for several days cook
ing for the lumber crew during the
absence cf her sister, Mrs. Lizzie
Cole.
Deputy Sheriff L. P. Hinds
was
in Farmington last week in atten
dance at the Supreme Judicial court.
The contest supper of
Pilgrim
Temple No. 61, Pythian Sisters gÿven by the Green# to the Orangés,
was partaken of at the lodge hall
Wednesday evening February 3, fol
lowing the stated meeting of
the
Tempie.
About forty members were
present and did ample justice to the
delectable banquet of pies,
cakes,
whipped cream cakes,
puddings,
fruit, beans, brown bread, white
bread and pickles, also coffee. The
repast was in charge of
Captain
Mrs. Winnie Dolbier.
Old fashion
ed games were played with
music
by Mrs. Roxie Merchant and Mrs.
Erma Winter.
George A. Simmons & Son placed
a new sign Wednesday over their
grocery and meat store.
Mrs. Otis Farmer was sick
for
several days last week.
Dr. Pratt
of New Portland was in attendance.
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T. C. Haley; tulips, Free
Baptist
church; roses, Mr. and Mrs. E.
I.
Herrick, Mrs. Alvah Sprague; sweet
peas, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ellis, Mr.
ar.d Mrs. A. E. Blodgett;
wreath,
Rangeley High school;
carnations
and lilies, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hun
toon; carnations, W. D. Quimby and
family, Geo. Oakes; carnations, Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. Pililsbury, Mr.
and
Mrs. Earle
Pillsbury;
carnations,
rosebuds with violets, Mr. and Mrs.
Ansel Soule, Miss S. M. Soule; spray
Easter lilies tied with ribbon, Mr.
and Mrs. Eben Rowe, Mr. and Mrs.
O. R. Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. A.
L.
Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Rus
sell, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Kempton;
carnations and parcissus, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Tomlinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Tomlinson and family;
carna
tions, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Scannell,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collins,
Frank
Collins; carnations, Primary, Junior
and Intermediate
Sunday
school
teachers; carnations, M. D. Tibbetts
and family, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Hal
ey, Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. Haley and
Minnie Haley, Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Getchell and family, Mr. and
Mrs.
Orrin Haley, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Riddle, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Ross,
Oquossoc Grange tied with P. of H.
ribbon, Mrs. Wm. Nelson, Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. Her
man Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. J.
L.
Philbrick and family, Mr. and Mrs.
David Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Fur
bish, Mr. and Mrs. jGeo. Snowman,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bush, Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Patterson, Mr. Ben Gile, Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Barrett, Mrs.
Ira
Marshall.

Worms Sap Children’s Health

No. Franklin

Mothers often wonder why their chil
dren are not rugged and hardy. In a
vast number of cases the trouble is—
Worms.
Signs of worms are: Indiges
tion, variable appetite, crav
Phillips, Maine.
ing for sweets, nausea,
vomiting, swollen upper lip,
Monuments, Headstones
sour stomach, offensive
breath, hard and full belly,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
_ 'eyes heavy and dull, twitchTrade Marking eyelids, itching of the
*
and
nose, itching of the rectum, short dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red Cemetery Work of all Kinds
points sticking out on tongue, starting
during sleep, slow fever.
Dr. True’ s Elixir, the 60 years timetried Family Laxative and Worm ExPHILLIPS,
ME.'
peller, will expel the worms and restore
the vim and vigor to your child. Good
All orders by mail or in perjo#
for adults also. Discovered by my fath- promptly attended to.
orover 60 years ago. 35c, 50c, and $1.00
at all dealers’ . Advice free. Special
treatment for tapeworms. Send for
book.

Marble Works

KingfieM, Feb. 9.— Mrs.
Charles
Cald.welll cf Stratton is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Bradford Gordon, and
her sister and brothers.
Mrs. Bairlle Davidson suffered an
appendicitis attack Friday, and was
operated on at her home Saturday,
February 6, by Dr. C. W. Beil
of
Strong and Dr. H. S. Spear of New
Portland.
Frank Stanley of Dixfield is in
town.
AUBURN, MAINE £òr\/ J ,
Mrs. Bmima Wyman was the guest
H e a d q u a r t e r s for everything
Sunday of her sister-iin-llaw,
Mrs.
in t he h a r d w a r e line
Ruth Norton, who is keeping house
EAST WELD
for R. D. Vose of New Portland.
Lumbermen's and Blacksmith
Candlemas Day, February 2, which
by the way was dull and
gray
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
Feb. 8.
brought up the discussion, wiliat is
Tinware, P|mnbing Goods, Sport
John Vining, wilio has been work
a ground-lliog?
Some held it to be
ing at Farmington this
winter re ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish
a hedge-ihog or porcupine, others a
woodchuck. Upon consulting encyclo
cently visited his mother, Mrs. Es Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
ther Vining.
pedias and local
authorities
the
Automobile Supplies, etc.
O B IT U A R Y .
woodchucks had it.
Forme illy
it
Mary Vining, who has been work
was Woodchuck Day.
ing for Ira Mas term an is now at
We buy for the lowest spot cash
MRS. J. L Y M A N H U N T O O N .
At three o’clock Monday morning
prices and pive our customers the
home.
the inmates of Mrs. Grace Stevens’
benefit of the same. •
The community was saddened to
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vining \and
house were aroused by smoke; upon learn of the death of Geneva, wife
Minnie Buker were the guests of Mr. j
rushing down to the basement they
of J. Lyman Huntoon, which
took
and Mrs. H. E. Vining Sunday.
discovered it to be on fire.
The
place at St. Barnabas Hospital,
wall was burned through in one place
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Pratt, also Mr.
Portland, Sunday, January 24, about
but by prompt action the blaze was 2 p. m.
and
Mrs. Edgar Masterman were the
Mrs. Huntoon had under
extinguished without further damage. gone a serious operation, when un
guests of Mr. ai^d Mrs. Ezra Noyes
last Sunday.
Mrs. D. L. Green and ' daughters, looked for complications set in which
Hilda and Ruth of Lexington
are the weakened body conld no longer
Miss Jennie Sanborn was the guest
guests of Mrs. Green’s mother, Mrs. resist.
Mrs. Huntoon was born in
of Minnie Buker Friday and Satur
Janies Wilbur for a week.
Rangeley about 56 years ago,
the
day.
Mrs. Frank Hntchins visited rel daughter of the late J. L. and Dor
Lawrence Whitney of Boston, who
atives at North New Portland last cas Nile, and had always made her
week.
home in this place.
has been staying with friends
at
ALSO
Over 20 traveling men stopped at
Y o u r dream s are the w ea lth o f y ou r
39 years ago this month she be
TempiLe, recently visited Mr.
and
spirit, the g oal.
Furniture of All Kinds
the Kingfield House Tuesday night.
came the wife of J. Lyman Huntoon.
T h e ideal you lon g to atta in .
Mrs. Jesse
Whitney
and other
Mrs. Billen, Pullen suffered a bad For many years she has been kept
T h e radiant vision th a t g la d d en s y o u r
friends in this vicinity.
soul,
heart spell Tuesday night.
quite closely at holme by reason of
T h e hop e that illum ines th e y e a r s as
C. F. Boylie was in Lewiston the ill health, yet with all her suffering
Mrs. Nancy J. Miasterman, who had
th e y roll,
Phillips,
Maine
A n d robs them o f s o r r o w a n d pain.
first of the week.
it was borne with such sweet grace
a critical operation performed
at
and
Mrs. Emma Wyman ihas received and patience that few outside
her
a Lewiston hospital js at home aSALAD ACCESSO RIES.
STRONG - MAINE.
word from her daughter, Mrs. Mal immediate family realized the extent
gain.
She is gaining slowly but is
colm McSwain that they have
re of it.
Ever ready with a cheerful
Though the ingredients of a salad
cently moved from Earn Claire
to word and smile for all, sli4 was be are of utmost importance, the touches j not very strong yet.
Grand Rapids, Wisconsin, and are loved by a large circle of relatives
in the way of gar-,
5000 Cords
Pleasantly situated in
their
new ard friends.
nishing and serv
At one time she was
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar PulpP
R
O
B
A
T
E
N
O
T
IC
E
S
.
ing
are
equally
so.
;
home.
Mr. McSwain has a posi identified with the Grange, but had
wood wanted, delivered at any statk»
A t a Probate Court held at Farmington, in and ■on Sandy River & Rangeley LakesR. R
The
ingredients
.
tion as master mechanic.
taken no active part for
several
for the County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday
should be chosen i of January, in the year of our Lord one thou- |between Farmington and Rangeley and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sedgeley c,f years.
between Strong and Salem.
as to their fitness i sand nine hundred and fifteen,
Phillips were in town Monday call
Thefollowingr matters having- been presented for j
Many years ago Mrs.
Huntoon
Of combination and the
A
. W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me,
action
thereupon
hereinafter
indicated,
it
is
i
ing on Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Walk united with the
church, held
at
the salad dressing hereby ORDERED:
er.
That notice thereof be given to all persons in- j
tl e white sehoolhcuse and about five
accentuates the fla terested,
by causing a copy of this order to be
Mrs. Harry Tufts has been quite years ago joined
the
Rangeley vor.
In arranging thesetting of
published three weeks successively in the Maine !
Woods,
a
newspaper
at Phillips, in said j
ifl for some time.
church...
The memory of her sin salad nothing adds to its appearance County, that they maypublished
appear at a Probate Court j
like
crisp
green
nests
of
lettuce
The monthly Missionary meeting ot cere Christian life will always
to
be
held
at
said
Farmington,
on
the third Tues- J
be
of February, A . D. 1916. at ten o’clock in the
or cress.
A most unappetizing day
the Universalist church was held at revered by her many friends.
Office over National Bank.
forenoon, ar.d be heard thereon if they see cause.
Mrs. O. W. Simmons, February 4.
Besides her husband she Heaves t o 1appearance may be given to the most Abram Ross, late of Rangeley, deceased, second j
Maine
of administration, presented by H . A. Phillips,
A G. Winter is installing a water mourn her loss, three children, Aus- j tasty combination if served carelessly account
administrator.
on wilted leaves. Fruit salads are Furbish,
Both
'Phones
Abraham
Ross,
late
of
Rangele'-.
deceased,
petii
motor attachment to run his large tin, Harry and Mildred; one’ sister, |most attractive on fresh leaves of the
tion for distribution, presented by H. A. Furbish,
-------------------------------------------coffee grinder.
J. C. French desig Mrs. E. B. Herrick and three broth- j fruit itself used, if obtainable. Nas administrator.
ned and made the motor and is now ers, Frank, Isaac and Dennis Nile, ! turtium leaves if used just before serv Jane C. Hinds, late of Kingfield, deceased, second
and final account of administration, presented by
J. BLAINE MORRISON
fitting it for the work.
ing are also attractive and the small L. A . Norton, administrator.
besides a large circle of friends.
Harley Smart, of Phillips, ward, second account I
Funeral services were held from j green seed adds to the piquancy of a of
John Giiltman broke his arm Wed
guardianship, presented by Charles C. Smith, I
finely guardian.
nesday morning at the Jenkins
& the church Wednesday afternoon at salad orsalad dressing, if
minced. Boats made of cucumber, or James P. Dudley, late of Eustis. deceased, second I
Bogert Co. stables.
While unhar 2 o’clock, Rev. H. A. Childs officiat
cups made of apples or tomatoes, are account of administration, presented by H. H. \
Miss Geneva Ricker sang two especially good for salad receptacles. Landers, administrator.
nessing, his horse threw him frac ing.
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insuru**
James P, Dudley late of Eustis, deceased, petition |
turing one of the bones of the low beautiful selections, “ It is His W ill”
distribution, presented by H. H. Landers, j
Baskets made of lemon, orange or for
administrator.
ard “ Shadows.”
The bearers were
er right arm.
grapefruit are also most pleasing salad George W . Hewey, late of Phillips, deceased, peti
The newly elected officers ®f Al David Hoair, E. T. Hoar, Almon Wil dishes. Small cantaloupes may be tion for administration, presented by Gertrude |
M. Hewey.
hambra Lodge No. 93, K. of
P., bur and Lyman Kempton. Interment used, but are better served as a des Theron B. Hunter, late of Strong, deceased, peti
sert with ice cream.
tion for administration, presented by Carrie W .
were installed Thursday
evening, was at Evergreen cemetery.
DENTIST
The floral offerings were
many
Rings of stuffed olives, balls of sea Hunter.
February 4, by Deputy Grand Chan
Gustavus Hunter, late of Strong, deceased, final
soned
cheese
and
nuts,
pimentoes
cut
Hours
8
to
12; 1 to 5.
Evenings bj
and
sweet
yet
silent
tributes
to
the
account
presented
by
Leland
E.
Peary,
adminis
cellor Walter Durrell of Strong. The
appointment.
Pillow, “ Mother,” ’ hus In any fancy strips or shapes, tiny rad trator.
officers are C. C., Herbert Walker; deceased.
Morrow, late of Kingfied, deceased,
ishes, capers and bits of any candied Jeremiah
petition for probate of will, presented by Llewel
V C., J. E. Voter; Prelate, B. L. band and children; pillow, “ At Rest,” fruit are largely used as garnishings. lyn
Morrow.
Mr.
Williamson; K of R. & S., O. W. Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Nile,
A dainty blossom is often a most at
J. H , Thompson, J udge of said Court.
NOTICE
A true copy.
Gilbert; M. of W., Guy R. McVoy; and Mrs. Isaac Nile, Mr. and Mrs. tractive form of decoration.
Tiny
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher. Register.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that hehu
Dennis
Nile,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
B.
M. of F., S. D. Moores; M. of E.,
sandwiches containing chopped green
been duly appointed Executor of the last will and
testament of
L. F, Hutchins; N. at A.,
L. A. Herrick, Mrs. Guida Nile; carnations, pepper are most toothsome with a
N O T IC E
Sarah G. Calden, late of Philips,
Yhomais; 1 G., Charles Hodgman; O. Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Richardson, Mr. meat salad.
in the County of Franklin, deceased, andgiw«
and
Mrs.
G.
M.
Carlton,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
“
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
she
has
Sandwiches
put
together
with
a
tart
bonds
as
the law directs. All persons having de
G., Frank Pinkiham.
After the in
been duly appointed executrix of the last will and mands against the estate of said deceased arede
stallation ceremony, refreshments of Geo. Bridgliam, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. jelly are good to serve with a fruit, testament of William J. Burbank, late of Strong:, sired to present the same for settlement andall
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given indebted thereto are requested to make payment
salad.
sandwiches, doughnuts and coffee Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Saul Collins,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
Olives from which the stones are re mands against the estate of said deceased are de Immediately.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Plhineas
Tracy;
car
James Morrison.
were served by the Pythian Sisters
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
moved
make
a
most
acceptable
gar
January 19,1915.
in the banquet hall.
The refreshr nations, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Nile nish. Take an olive in the hand and, indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately,
Ellen M. Burbank.
Mrs.
ment committee being, Mrs.
Susie and family; roses, Mr. and
January 19, 1916.
with a sharp knife, pare as if paring
C.
F.
Huntoon;
roses,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
NOTICE.
Hodgman, Mrs. Mary Cuishnnan, Mrs.
an apple. The olive will, if care is
taken, curl up and keep its shape.
Jennie Vose, Mrs. Edna Mc-Kenn ey
The suscribers hereby give notice that they hate
NOTICE
been duly appointed Administrators of the estate
Stalks of asparagus are especially
and Mrs. Blanch Small 1.
D O N ’T K N O W T H E Y H A V E
*
^ •
APThe subscriber hereby gives notice that he of
William I. Sargent. late of Madrid,
pretty
served
in
a
ring
of
red
or
green
has been duly appointed Administrator of the
Veo Small was in town last week
in the County cf Franklin, deceased, and pv*n
estate
of
P E N D IC IT IS .
pepper and dressed with any desired
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
John A . Sanborn, late of Weld,
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Ellen
salad dressing.
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given mands against the estate of said deceased are de
Small and other relatives.
as the law directs. All persons having de sired to present the same for settlement, and an
Care should be used in combining bonds
mands against the estate of said deceased are de indebted thereto are requested to make payment
Mamy Phi Mips people have chronic colors; never put the red of beets and sired
John Dolbier is harvesting his an
to present the same for settlement, and all immediately.
Howard 0. Sargfnt
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
appendicitis (which is not very pain the orange of carrots together.
nual crop of ice.
Samuel J. Sargent.
immediately.
January 19. 1916ful)
and
tliink
it
is
just
bowet
on
C.
G.
DummerMr. and Mrs.. O. S. Byron moved
January 19, 1915,
stomach trouble.
Some have doc
to Starks Saturday.
,
tored for years for gas on the stom
N O T IC E .
NOTICE.
ach, suor stmoch or
ocnstipaition
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
Humors Come to the Surface in the and E. H. Whitney states if they will
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hi-’
been duly appointed Administrator of the estate beeir duly appointed Executor of the last will»®1
spring as in no other season. They try simple buckthorn bark, glycerine,
of
testament of
will
relieve
your
indigestion.
'Many
Nettie B. Tufts, late of Kingfield,
Mary L. Phillips, late of Weld,
don’t run themselves all off
that etc., as compounded in Adlier-irka, the
people in this town have used them in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given in the County of Franklin, deceased, and R1*
way, however, but mostly remain in German appendicitis remedy,
the 1aw directs. All persona having o
they and we have yet to hear of a case where bonds as the law directs. All persons having de bonds asagainst
the estate of said deceased are a '
the system.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla re will be surprised at the QUICK ben they have failed. We know the for mands against the estate of said deceased are de mands
sired
to
present the same for settlement, »no
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
moves them, wards off danger, makes
mula.
Sold
only
by
us—25c
a
box.
indebted thereto are requested to make payment indebted thereto are requested to make pay®*
efit.
A SINGLE DOSE stops these
immediately.
immediately.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Fremont Sc*®®08good health sure.
Elmer F. Tufts.
troubles INSTANTLY.
M arr's Drug Store, Farm ington.
January 19, 1915.
January 19. 1916.

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop,

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co,

Puffs,
\
Mattresses,
' Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

Attorney - at - Law

D r . W . J. Carter,

Dsus*
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MILE SQUARE

'

Settler's lot No. 2,
80
400
8.00
F. J. D. Barnjum,
THE BLUE DEVILS
Settler’ s lot No. 3,
70
350
7.00
Pel). 9.
OF INDIGESTION First—Don’t delay. Second
F. J. D. Barnjum,
Feb. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Beal of Strong
1-2 Settler’s lot
Are
put
to
rout
by Dys-pep-lets, the
Mr. and Mrs. William Moore were
No. 5,
were guests of Mir. and Mrs. G. F.
41 1-2 205
4.10 simple effective digestive tablets,
Don’t experiment.
■^eek end guests of tilieiir sen, Altden. Beal Sunday.
F. J. D. Barnjum,
oval, sugar-coated, prepared by C. I.
Moore of Madrid village.
1-2 Settler’s lot
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Dennison of
No. 6,
,45
Frank Mitchell is visiting his broth Phillips were visitors on the Mile
225
4.50
They give the most gratifying relief
If you suffer from backache; head
F. J. D. Barnjum,
in sour stomach, distress after eating, aches or dizzy spells; if you rest poorly
er, W. W. Mitchell and family for a Square, Sunday.
belching,
nausea,
heartburn,
etc.
Per
Settler’ s lot No. 4,
74
370
7.40
time.
fectly safe, perfectly reliable, per and are languid in the morning; if the
Miss Stella Siweatt of Phillips has F. J. D. Barnjum.
kidney secretions are irregular and un
fectly free from narcotics.
Howard E. (kales, who has been been visiting Miss Belle Wilbur.
Settler’s lot No. 7, 122
610 12.20
One or two crushed in the mouth natural in appearance, do not delay.
visiting h-ls parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
and swallowed slowly—that’s all. In such cases the kidneys often need
Geo. Dunham is hauling skewers F. J. D. Barnjum,
not think of your stomach help.
yj E. Gates for a week began work fo" L. B. Kinney.
Settler's lot No, 8,
66
330
6.60 You’ll
again. Try them. Ten or twentyDoan’s Kidney Pills are especially
for A. D. Graff am last Wednesday.
five cents or a dollar.
H. W. Worth,ley
substituted on F. J. D. Barnjum,
prepared for kidney trouble. They are
Settler’s lot No. 12, 92
460
9.20
Emery Moore, who has been cut Route 4, Tuesday and Wednesday.
recommended by thousands. Can Phil
F. J. D. Barnjum,
ting birch for Harry
Dunham in
lips residents desire more convincing
Messrs. L. B. Kinney and John Settler’ s lot No. 9,
37 1-2 185
3.70
proof of their effectiveness than the
Madrid, has finished his job and re Dunham have been hauling hay from Great Northern Pa
pointed agent to superintend the ex statement of a Phillips citizen who has
turned home.
His daughter, Miss the Byron place in Phillips.
penditure thereof.
per Co., 2 cottages
used them and willingly testifies to
Lona has also returned home.
and lots.
Frank Winslow
was
a recent
50
1.00
On Perkins Plantation the sum of their worth?
“ About ten years ago I had rheuma
Carrabassett TimberThere are six of Emery
Moore's guest at John Dunham’s.
$186.10, as follows, to wit:
land Co., S. E. quar
Owners.
No. Acres. Val.
Tax tic pains and I suffered a great
children sick with the whooping
deal,’ ’ says John A. Fraser, of Phillips.
ter as divided by S.
Peter Merchant,
60
$300
$ 6.00 “ The pains were in my back and limbs
cough.
Marion and Kenmith Smith
J.
Court,
6,060
12,000 240.00 George Welch,
EAST MADRID
60
500
10.00 and sometimes I thought I could not
also have it, but are better ait this
Carrabassett TimberAmerican Enamel Co.,
endure them. The secretions from my
■writingland Co., N. E. quar
Hildreth mill and
kidneys were in bad shape. I tried
Feb. 8 .
ter as divided by S.
land,
20 2,200
44.00 many ways to get relief, but nothing
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Welts were
J. Court,
4,380 10,000 200.00 J. Kendall York, Asa
helped me until I got Doan’ s Kidney
Feb. 8.
callers last Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Carrabassett TimberAdams farm,
350 1,400 28.00 Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store (now
If the old saying is true, if Can Will Mitchell's on Tory Hill.
Preble’s Drug store,) and began using
land Co., N. W.quarJohn O
them. It didn’ t take them long to rid
dlemas Day is dark and cloudy, the
R. H. Prebtie of Phillips
was at
ter as divided by S.
tate, house and lot, 5
250
5.00 me of the trouble."
J. Court,
5,600 11,000 220.00 C. F. Blanchard,
hardest of our winter is over,
we Barnjum Last Sunday.
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’t sim
certainly cannot expect much rough
Your correspondent wishes to cor Walter Rogers, set
Kelley land,
65
150
3.00 ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
tler’s
lot,
No.
15
77
350
7.00
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Doan’ s Kidney Pills—the same that
cold weather from now out, for the rect an error in last week’s iissue,
Elizabeth M. Huse,
Fo8ter-Milburn Co.,
Hellen lot,
123
250
5.00 Mr. Frazer had.
sun did not shine for the day, Feb instead of Miss Clara Virgin work
mill and land.
15
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
150
3.00 C. F. Blanchard,
ruary 2.
It snowed hard all
the ing for Mrs. Alien Esty of Dryden, Mark Gray, house and
H. C. McKeen land, 160
250
5.00
afternoon.
With the exception of she has returned to her home in
lot.
1
150
3.00 C. F. Blanchard,
Henry Holman,
60
150
3.00
a few cold days this certainly lias Phillips.
P. H. Stubbs estate,
part of Hildreth
N. S. Stowell, lot 6,I
hotel and lot,
been an ideal winter.
300
6.00
Andrew Keene stilll remains quite
land,
10
25
.50
400
R 6,
160
8.00
Kingfield & Dead
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Hood
visited poorly, we are sorry to report.
Ray Ellsworth, Chas.
H. L. Tobin, Holman
River
R.
R.
Co.,
Newell farm,
125
850 17.00
the tatter’s son, Gideon Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Welts
were
land,
25
75
1.50
station, etc.,
200
4.00 Ray Ellsworth,
41
75
1.50 Fred Crâne, homefamily January 31.
guests Saturday and
Sunday
of George Woodcock,
George Newell, old
J. T. Luce of Industry, agent for Mrs. Emma Raymond of Avon.
stead farm,
130
600 12.00
house and lot,
250
5.00
schoolhouse and lot, 4
10
.2 0
Berlin Mills Co.,
35
150
3.00
Brackett, Shaw & Hunt Co., was a
W. C. Record, house
C. F. Blanchard,
25
50
1.00 C. F. Blanchard,
business caller on the bill last week.
and
lot,
200
4.00
RO AD A S S E S S M E N T S .
Bert Lothrop,
30
150
3.00
school lot,
160
320
6.40
E. A. Davis, saw
Miss Eleanor Hutchins
of
the
John H. Peary,
35
250
5.00
To be expended on the road over
mill lot,
10
.20 C. F. Blanchard, Jos.
Normal school, Farmington, lias been
Dodge Hill, and James Merchant of
F. J. D. Barnjum,
Knowles place,
20
75
%
4.00 said township is appointed agent to
spehding a feiw days with her par
State of Maine.
Height of Land
Mrs. O. Hammond,
5
10
.2 0
ents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ohas. Hutchins.
superintend the expenditure thereof.
200
farm,
500 10.00 W. W. Wilkins esFranklin, ss: Court of County CommisShe returned Monday.
On the west half of No. 6 township,
Prouty
&
Miller,
S.
W.
tate,
N.
part
lot
3,
ioners, December Term, A. D. 1914.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Tootliaker
quarter as divided by
R 2,
80
600 12.00 north of Weld, and between Phillips
On the first day of the present term,
and Byron, the sum of $500.00, as fol
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Gates
S. J. Court
4,260 11,000 220.00 John F. Blanchard,
being the 29th day of December, A. D. ; g g Rogers, lot
lot 4, range 1,
120
200 4.00 lows, to wit:
recently.
1914, we, the subscribers, County Com^o. 14.
14,
139
350
7 00 Jones Brothers,
No.
£Io.
70
300 6.00 Owners and
Fred Chick, who, with his family, missionersifor
4
said County of Frankiin,
Description.
Acres. Val.
Tax
John F. Blanchard,
has been Living with his
brother, having bygone or more of our board in 1A. B. Martin,
Berlin Mills Co.
1-2 lot 5,
41 1-2 205
4.10
lot
7,
range
5,
160
320
6.40
Freeman Chick for
some months, the month of September, A. D. 1914,
first four tiers of
A. B. Martin,
Frank Holt,
20
100 2.00
has moved to West Freeman.
made an annual inspection of all the i 1-2 lot 6,
45
225
lots in south side
4.50 Evans and Owen
Tq be
ended on the roads therein
Chas. Webber lias
been hauling county loads in the unincorpirated
of said west half
Merchant,
5
30
.60
to wit; $449 30 OI1 the road Maurice A. York,
of No. 6,
4,000 $16,000 $200.00
white birch to the village for Free townships and tracts of land in> said a8 foU
203
500 10.00
County of Franklin and having there- frQm Ki fie)d iine to No. 4, R. 2 line; Flora E. York,
115
200 4.00 George W. Blanchard
man Chick.
upon made an estimate of the amount
& Son Co., all of
30
100
2.00
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Guild of Free needed to put them in repair so as to and $600.00 on the road leading from John S. Harlow,
said west half ex
10
35
.70
man visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles i be safe and convenient for public trav former site of Grant’ s mill, in said No. J. K. York,
cept the above and
3, R. 2, B. K. P., to Somerset county
Hutchins one day Last week.
*
To be expended on the main road - public lots
el, have assessed upon the following line, and the Dead River road from said
10,740 24,000 300.00
To be expended on the roads therein,
Harold Worth ley, substitute for | unincorporated townships and tracts of line to line of Highland Plantation, and leading from Weld to Wilton, and on
the
road
leading
to
the
Charles
Newell
and Thomas A. Schofield ot No. 6, is
U. S. Jacobs, mail carrier on route i land in said County of Franklin, ex George Woodcock of said Jerusalem
farm, so-called, and Harry N. Ferren
4, was on the route while Mr. Jac- clusive of water and land reserved for township is appointed to superintend of Weld is appointed agent to super appointed agent to superintend the ex
public use,'for the repair of the county
penditure thereof.
obs was in Auburn on business
a roads therein, during the year 1915, the expenditure thereof.
intend the expenditure thereof.
On Letter E., the sum of $207.50, as
On Washington Plantation, so called,
few days Last week.
On the road leading over Dodge Hill, follows, to wit:
the following sums, to wit:
being a part of No. 4, the 3um of
said
Perkins
township,
the
sum
of
Paul and Philip, little sons of Mr.
On the south half of No. 4, Range 3, $123.70, as follows, to wit:
Owner.
No. Acres. Val. Tax.
International
and Mrs. Fred Smith are ill
with B. K. P., the sum of $640.00 as follows, Owners.
Tax.
No. Acres.
Val.
No. Acres. Val.
Tax
to wit:
Paper Co.,
17,292 $51,876 $207.50
the whooping cough.
173 $200 $14.00
230 $1,000 $20.00
Owners.
No. Acres.
Tax W. E. Dodge,
Val.
To be expended in repairing the roads
C. F. Blanchard,
Miss Patia Moores is' visiting her L. T. Hinds,
120
320
$ 1,600 $ 32.00
^•40 therein, and B. F. Beal of Phillips is
400
50
100
2.00
Anderson land,
75
250
C. Merchant,
brother, Alden Moores and family M. J. Stevens,
5.00 appointed agent to superintend the ex
70
450
9.00
C. F Blanchard,
160
600 12.00 penditure thereof.
in Madrid village for a time.
18.00
Joseph Fotter, 200
900
40
100
2.00
R. 1 and 2, lot 6,
320 1,400 28.00
300
20
6.00
And it is hereby ordered by us, the
Wm. Moores has put his
horses F. C. Burrill,
C. F. Blanchard,
Coburn
Heirs,
said County Commissioners, that notice
into the woods for Harry Dunham
117
250
5.00
R l, lot 7,
130
300
Hatch farm,
6.00 Iof said assessment be published as re
Inc.,
2,200
7,000 140.00
1.20
30
60
Fred Wilkins,
in Madrid.
quired by law.
E. B. Hill
2.00
15
100
Arthur Chase,
Mary J. Cushman
Heirs,
2,200 „ 7,000 140.00
L. A. WORTH LEY,
North & Mosher,
250
5.00
place,
160
Philbrick &
H. W. COBURN,
4.00
50
200
house and lot,
F. Blanchard, log
EUSTIS
Butler,
4,800
14,400 288.00
H. H. LANDERS,
200
4.00
80
Leon Mosher,
150
'
3.00
house
lot,
86
O. & Allen
County Commissioners of
American Enamel
Blanchard, 80
350
7.00
the County of Franklin.
10.00
500
169
Co.,
Skeetup place, 140
280
5.60 A true copy,
Feb. 8.
To be expended as follows, to wit, in
Edison Sylvester has gone to Big repairing the roads leading through the C. F. Blanchard,
Attest:
B. M. SMALL, Clerk.
7.00
120
350
Kelley farm,
300
6.00
kin Hill pasture, 380
same, and F. C. Burrill of No. 4, R 3,
Island to work for a abort time.
C. F. Blanchard,
. F. Blanchard, LaMr. and Mrs. Clint Henderson visit is appointed agent to superintend the
7.00
140
350
Kelley farm,
80
1.60
kin place,
40
expenditure
thereof.
9.00
450
ed Mr. and Mrs. Tissen
at, “The
Wilkins & Mosher, 150
. F. Blunchard, Gi
If You Are Losing Weighs
On No. 4, Range 2, B. K. P., the sum
1.00
25
50
F. T. Daisey,
Chimes” a few days the past week.
180
3.60
bert Miller lot, 120
of $904.00, as follows, to wit:
and your nerve3 are in bad condition,
2.00
100
30
Murray
Derby,
!. F. Blanchard, loi
Lester Sylvester is at Farmington Owners.
No.'Acres.
Val.
Tax
we recommend
5.00
250
50
John Adams,
300
6.00
160
4, range 6,
oc the jury.
Prouty &
2.00
100
O liv e O il
35
Nathen Severy,
I.
F.
Blanchard,
Miss Ramona Parsons visited Miss
Miller,
2,000
$4,000 $ 80.00 Daniel Pease,
1.00
50
35
Henry Holman
E
m u ls io n
Stella Fotter Saturday and Sumday IGreat Northern
C. F. Blanchard,
containing Uypophosphites
100
2.00
70
land,
Paper Co., 19,760
40,000
800.00
or last week.
20.00
270
1,000
Daisey land,
a food and nerve tonic prescription.
C. F. Blanchard and
Mirs. Warren Dyer lias returned Garrett Schenck,
C. F. Blanchard,
Samuel McLaughlin,
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
part
of
height
4.50 Crocker farm,
225
110
Foster land,
home from Dr. Brown’s, where sh,e
9.60
480
160
of land farm, 200
1,200
24.00 C. F. Blanchard,
Marr's
Drug Store. Farmington.
4.00
200
100
2.00
100
30
Gates & Harlow,
hss been for the past week.
To be expended in repairing the C. F. Blanchard,
Mrs. Abbie Moody and son, Ber roac’s therein, and F. C. Burrill of No.
4.00
119 1-2 200
lot No. 5,
nice are going to Skow'hegan to visit 4, Range 3, is appointed agent to su
^|lll!l!lll!l!I{|!l!l!llllllliri!lll!lllllllllllllll!lllll!lllll!lll!lirillIIII!lllilllllll!l!l!lll!llUIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIII!llllllllillll!l!l!lilllll!lllll!lllllllll'lll!lllll!llilllllllllli^il!l^
C. F. Blanchard,
tie former’s sister, Mrs.
Charles perintend the expenditure thereof.
3.00
98 1-2 150
Skeetup lot.
On No. 3, R 2, B. K. P., Jerusalem C. F. Blanchard,
2.00
Green this week.
100
40
Township, the sum of $1,049.30, as fol Blanchard & Wilder, 40
3.00
150
lows, to wit:
4.00
200
65
John Townsend,
Owner and
No.
1.00
F. E. B.
50
30
John Townsend,
Tax
Description.
Acres. Val.
To be expended on the roads therein
Sumner J. Wyman,
and Harry N. Ferren of Weld is apSettler’s Lot No. 10, 163 $1,200 $ 24.00
We heard a man say the
other
Sumner J. Wyman,
morning that the abbreviation
for Settler’s Lot No. 11, 53
T R Y T H IS
FO R N E U R A L G IA
100
2.00
February—Feb.—¡means Freeze every Sumner J. Wyman,
Thousands of people keep on suf
^ody, and that man looked frozen Settler’s lot No. 13, 112
5.00
250
fering with Neuralgia because they
io has ulster.
It was apparent that Sumner J. Wyman,
do not know what to do for it.
Grant mill privi*■0 needed the kind of warmth that
.80 Neuralgia is a pain, in the nerves.
40
lege and lot,
12
etays, the warmth that reaches from
What you want to do iS‘ to soothe
head to foot, all over the body. We F. J. D. Barnjum,
800 16.00 the naive itself.
Settler’s lot No. 1, 160
Apply
Sloan’s
could have told him from personal F. J. D. Barnjum,
Liniment to the surface over the
knowledge that Hood’s Sarsaparilla
painful part—do not rub it in.
giver permanent warmth, it invdigorWatch Your Children
Sloan’s Liniment penetrates
very
a,es the blood and speeds it along
Often children do not let parents know
quickly to the sore, irritated nerve
through, artery and vein, and really
they are constipated. They fear some
and allays the inflammation.
Get
thing distasteful. They will like Rexall
fits men and women, boys and girls,
mild laxative that tastes
a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment for 25
fo enjoy cold weather and
resist Orderlies—a
like sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
cents of any druggist and have it in
fke attacks of disease.
It
gives
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
the house—against Colds, Sore and
right kind of warmth, stimula
M a rr’s Drug Store, Farm ington.
Swollen Joints, Lumbago,
Sciatica
te and strengthens at the
same
Your money bac
NOW
FOR
M A IN E and like ailments.
tone, and all its benefits are iast- S U S B C R IB E
if not satisfied, but it does give al
W OODS A N D
READ A L L
lQg- There may be a suggestion
most instant relief.
T H E LOCAL N EW S.
in this for you.

TORY

HILL

A Bit of Advice

j
|

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

| WALL PAPER
j

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

I

C. E. DYER’S,

STRONG,

M A IN E .

|
|

j

|

M A IN E

U

W O O D S, P H I L L I P S ,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
The
Phillips
Circle of
King’s
Daughters will hold a service in mem
ory of Miss Sarah Toothaker
at
the Parish House on Friday even
ing, February 19.
Friends of Miss
Toothaker not members of the circle,
who wish to honor her memory in
this way, are invited to attend.
There will be a dancing party for
the benefit of the Senior class of the
Phillips High school, at Orange hall,
Phillips, Friday evening,
February
12 .

Through the courtesy of Mrs. J. B.
Noble of Los Angeles, Cal., w-e are
in receipt of a copy of the Annual
Mid-winter number of the Los Ang
eles Times.
It contains 192 pages
and is quite an elaborate production
with colored plates, etc.
The Ladies’ Social Union will hold
their regular meeting at the Parish
House next Tuesday afternoon, Feb
ruary 16.
The Christmas Present club was en
tertained by Mrs. H. W. True Tues
day afternoon.
Delicious refresh
ments are served at each meeting
of the club.
Mrs. C. E. Parker will
be the next hostess.
The duet by Hon. N. P. Noble and
Mis®' Beulah, Irwin at the
Union
church last Sunday morning
was
much enjoyed.
A pleasant evening was that which
was passed by a party of Phillips
young people at the home of 1 Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Chandler in Strong
last Thursday night.
The
night
was an ideal one for a Sleighride.
Those enjoying the trip were
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck, Mr. and
Mrs. (Hidden Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Knapp, Dr. and Mrs. W. J.
Carter, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Oronkhite, R. H. Trecartin, Miss Miriam
Brackett.
Hon. and Mrs. J. Blaine
Morrison were invited guests
but
Mr. Morrison had to be out of town
on court business, so they were un
able to attend.
Whist was enjoyed
and delicious refreshments were serv
ed.
R. H. Trecartin is passing
a
day or two in Brunswick this week
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A crowd of the middle aged people
of Rumford, calling themselves the
“ Silver Grays,” bad a regular
old
fashioned dance In the rooms of the
Business Men’s Club recently.
Dr.
E. A. Sheehy was one of the gentle
men in charge of the affair.
A Dixfield letter to“ the Lewiston
Daily Sun of February 3 says: “Al
bert Pratt and wife'of Yakima, Wash
ington, who have been visiting rela
tives and friends in this vicinity for
the past two months, left Tuesday
for a visit with Mrs. Pratt’s people
in Bangor and Augusta before
re
turning to their home in Washing
ton.”
Mr. Pratt formerly resided in
Phillips and was the son of Stephen
Pratt.
One afternoon last week a num
ber of Ladies connected with the Epworth League and M. E. church met
v\ Miss Crowell’s rooms and organ
ized a society to be known as the
“ Epworth Sewing Club.”
This so
ck ty is to meet every Wednesday
afternoon to stimulate the social life
of the church and to make useful
and fancy articles for a sale which
will be held in the near future.

with Lew Noble and J. Scott Brack
ett.
The Social Service club had a busy
afternoon Last Tuesday at their reg
ular meeting, tacking a puff for their
work.
They will be glad to take
orders from anyone wishing
this
sort of work done.
G. H. Hamlin was, in the village
last week, the first time for some
weeks, as he has been having quite
a serious time with Ms foot.
He
was Loading lumber and in some way
the cant-dcg slipped going into the
foot.
Mrs. S. L. Twomhly is in very
poor health, we are sorry to report.
Hon. H. B. Austin went to Augus
ta Tuesday morning for bis weekly
business trip.
Mrs. C. E. Parker entertained the
1913 Club Friday of last week.
Mi,ss Cornelia T. Crosby has been
confined to lier home the past week
with a severe cold, but. is now much,
better.
Do not miss an. issue of
this
Mrs. J. Herman Heath of Farmingpaper.
If leaving home for a week
ton was in town last week, the guest
or two, drop u,s a postal with your
of her niece, Mrs. Fred Mottram.
temporary address, and we will
send extra copies for our subscrib
ers without cost.
EXAMINATIO NS FOR T E A C H E R S ’
A regular meeting of North Frank
POSITIONS T O
BE H E L D .
lin Pomona Grange No. 22 P. of H.
will be held at Union ball, New Vine
yard, on Thursday, February 18, at
Under the school laws of the state
10 o’cock a. mPicnic dinner.
no
one is permitted to teach in the
From the Hoquiam, (Wash.) paper
we clip the following:
“ Somebody state of Maine without a. state certi
at the local phone exchange is kid ficate withi the exception of those
ding O. M. Moore, editor of
this who may obtain a one year non-re
paper.
His home phone number newable permit.
after this week will be known
as
The examination for candidates for
“ One O. M.” or, “ 10 M.’’
During teachers’ state certificates will be
the silver campaign bis house num held on February 27, 1915 and the
ber was “ 1601,” and during
the following places in Franklin county
year 1901 he resided at 1-9-0-1, Tenth have been assigned by the
State j
avenue.
In each case no one need Superintendent of Pubic Schools:
say that “ figures lie,” and in the Kingfield, Phillips and Farmington.
recent instance it will at least help
Those desiring to take this examthe old man remember bis
home
ination
should apply at once to the j
number.
Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Moore
will in a few days be nicely settled State Superintendent, Augusta, Me.,
for forms for making the preliminin their new home, comer of Wheelj ary applications.
It wo-uld also be
er avenue and Cleveland street.”
wise to make known to the Superin
tendent of Schools in the town where
they desire to take the examinations
in order that sufficient examination
questions may be had.

SIGNS OF
SPRING

Spring caps show a variety
o f shapes and patterns.
Give us a call. Bring your
head with you and get it fitted

A t T h e C lo th in g Store

D. F . H O Y T ,
N o . 5» B e a l B lo c k ,

P h illip s , M e ,

any $1.00 will wear her two months and a
Nemo $2.00 corset will last her six months.

One lady who does house work and works
all the time says that a pair of $1.00 corsets
will last her jusUa month and that a pair of
$3.00 Nemo corsets will last her a year.

Another lady says that she buys the $5.00
Nemo because they are decidedly cheaper in
in the long run.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
“ Greatest Value For the Money”

I

|

39c and 73c

Ladies’ 25c Fleeced,-Underwear,

19c

Ladies’ 50c Fleeced Underwear,

35c

Lockwood B. Sheeting,

6 l-2c

Lockwood A. Sheeting,

7c

’s !

HOME CANNED

49c

Ladies’ Outing Pobes,

B uttericK

e a n

69c to $1.49

Ladies’ Shirt Waists,

TRY

Sb

|

One of our school girl customers says that

Ladies’*Black Petticoats,

MAINE

C.

Patterns

in

StocK

M. H O Y T ,

N o." 2 ,"B e a l B locR , P h illip s, M e.

Farm ers' Tel.

A FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ¡

ORANGES

I

NUTS

Now is the time to use

Dr.®Hess Poultry Panacea and Stock Food

DANDELION GREENS
BEET GREENS

I
^

PICKLED BEETS
PICKLED CUKES
CORN

PEAS

You can procure it at

I

TOOTHAKER’S C A S H

When People Ask Us
what is good for nerves and lost weight,
we always recommend

containing tlypophosphiles

a food tonic and tissue builder.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M a rr’s Drug Store, Farm ington.

ST O R E

Wanted

High Grade

PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR

Watch Repairing

BEANS

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

NEMO GORSETS

FR O M ©U R S 3 L E W E H A V E
LEFT a FEW © F

Phillips National Bank
-

■

Night Robes, Corset Covers, Combina
tions, Drawers and Skirts

Rates of interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

PHILLIPS,

Testimonials of

Consisting of

4 Per Cent Interest

Announcing our new and
tasty shapes in Spring Hats
and Caps for men and boys.
Greens, Browns and Grays in
several different shades seem
to be the popular colors in
hats for this season.

The Sedgeley Store

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

Maine j

W E D O A LOT
BECAUSE
W E D O IT WELL

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PH ILLIPS. ME.

